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Introduction 

I’ve spent years puzzling over this chapter in Zheng’s  13 Treatises . As someone with formal 
education and degrees in physics, I was excited by the promise that Zheng would explain the 
physics and mechanics behind the mysterious powers of taijiquan.  Of course, this is not at all 
what Zheng intends or does in this chapter.  Instead, he uses the chapter to do two things: first, to 
make a political and cultural statement by providing a theoretical framework for  taijiquan, 
positioning it as an empirically provable bodymind technology comparable to Western technology 
and able to withstand scrutiny and validation from a modern scientific point of view; and second, 
to describe visualizations, with a mechanistic flavor, that practitioners can use when interacting 
with a partner or opponent. 
 
Zheng, together with many of his contemporaries, attempted to address the challenge of 
modernizing China : finding ways that Chinese culture, philosophy, and practice could not only 1

withstand scrutiny according to Western standards of rigor but would be shown to be at least the 
equal of and ideally superior to Western culture, philosophy, and practice. Zheng’s taijiquan was 
developed under the auspices of the 体育  tiyu  (physical culture) movement, which attempted to 
rationalize Chinese exercise and movement disciplines using “modern and rational” principles. 
Zheng himself taught at the state  国术馆  Guoshuguan  (Martial Arts Institute), which promulgated 
standardized martial arts practice to the country as a modern and essentially Chinese approach to 
physical culture ( tiyu ).  
 
This chapter is part of Zheng’s work to place taijiquan in a framework that has the flavor of science. 
For example, Zheng describes the use of  jin  in taijiquan not in terms of internal development or  qi , 
but rather as a purely physical phenomenon akin to centripetal force and the use of levers. At the 
conclusion of the chapter, Zheng says that “Taijiquan, although based on philosophy, can be 
proven scientifically... Correct use of  jin  accords with the theory of physics.” 
 
As it turns out, this effort was more cultural and political than scientific: Zheng makes statements 
appealing to his peers in Chinese society providing what appears to be a “scientific” context for 
taijiquan. However, the actual physical descriptions that Zheng provides are at best incomplete 
and often inaccurate from a physics or mechanics perspective. And Zheng puts at least as much 
effort into classical allusions and the cosmological role of  qi  as he does into the descriptions of 
the nominal mechanics. 
 
The other part of this chapter, and for me, ultimately the most valuable part, is the ideas and 
visualizations that a practitioner can use when applying taijiquan. The mechanical models, even 
when simplistic or actually inaccurate, nonetheless describe the way it feels to apply taijiquan  jin 
and provide images of situations you can attempt to create with a partner or can use to 
understand the situation you find yourself in.  

1  See my forthcoming study of the cultural circumstances in which Zheng worked and taijiquan was 
defined. 
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People are not solid rubber spheres or rigid levers supported on a single post or using a single 
fulcrum. The body has over two hundred rigid elements (the bones) with more than a hundred 
joints involved in movement and a complex of tendons, ligaments, and muscles connecting the 
bones and driving or resisting change in the joints. The arm alone has 7  degrees of freedom , i.e. 
7 distinct and independent ways the joints in the arm can move. Similarly, the hand has 27 
degrees of freedom. And the body as a whole has hundreds of degrees of freedom or possibilities 
for change 
 
Even on a purely mechanical level, we are much more complex than solid spheres or simple rigid 
levers. And of course, we must consider our minds, conscious and subconscious, which make us 
respond in ways not simply the result of force mechanically interacting with a structure made up 
of rigid elements (bones), tensile elements (tendons and ligaments), and motor elements 
(muscles). 
 
In oral teaching, we’re told Yang Luchan, styled “Yang the Invincible”, said “there are only two 
types of man I can’t defeat: the man of bronze and the man of stone”. This saying tells us that 
taijiquan is not a purely mechanical and physical endeavor: instead, we manipulate the other’s 
perceptions and reactions, causing them to respond in ways not purely the result of mechanical 
interactions between force and structure. The “man of bronze” and the “man of stone” react 
purely mechanically and are not subject to this manipulation. 
 
How do we reconcile this with Zheng’s use of simplistic mechanical models? I think part of the 
magic of taijiquan is getting the opponent to react as though their body were momentarily a rigid 
lever or a solid shape. Instead of changing their structure and adapting optimally to my force, the 
opponent resists, tightens muscles, and reacts as though they had become a solid, unbalanced 
object. And this allows me to issue into their structure. Zheng’s simplistic models give us images 
to use to get the opponent to behave like such an object, rather than being able to respond 
dynamically and skillfully. And similarly, when I need to neutralize or deflect incoming force, 
actively managing the complexity of 200 bones, 100 joints, and the corresponding web of sinews 
and muscles is too much to do in the moment. Much better is for me to use images such as 
spheres filled with rotating triangles and allow my animal intelligence to manage the details of the 
body to present an effect like that of the image I’m picturing. 
 
So, rather than worrying about the accuracy of Zheng’s images and whether they actually 
describe the mechanical reality of our structure and our interactions with others, we can use 
these images to help us interact more skillfully. That’s the value to a practitioner. Of course, it’s 
interesting to look at the range of accuracy and inaccuracy in the images, and I discuss this in 
detail below. But, it’s important not to allow that discussion to keep us from working skillfully with 
the images themselves. 
 
Working with this chapter in the original Chinese has been both enlightening and challenging. One 
of the challenging parts is that Zheng uses a mishmash of terminology, some corresponding to 
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formal physics terminology in Chinese and some apparently invented. Along the way, he makes 
various claims about physics and mechanics, some of which are accurate, some misleading, and 
some flatly incorrect. Previous translators, including Ben Lo and Douglas Wile, have also 
struggled with these issues and it shows in their translations: sometimes they ignore portions of 
what Zheng wrote when it doesn’t make sense, sometimes they interpolate and assign meaning 
that does not appear to be in his writing, and sometimes they just rationalize what they couldn’t 
otherwise ignore or interpret. I have tried to resist these temptations, translating Zheng’s words 
as accurately as I can and allowing them to stand on their own whether or not the claims made 
are physically correct. 
 
I believe Zheng was sincere in what he wrote. He thought he was accurately describing the 
physics of taijiquan and he intended his descriptions and images to be useful for practitioners. He 
just didn’t understand physics in a formal physics-and-mechanics sense and instead described 
what he thought were rigorous mechanical models or at least models that have the flavor of 
western science and mechanics. It is easy to misunderstand the actual physics and mechanics 
involved in physical interactions. For example, Zheng talks about releasing an arrow and the way 
it appears to accelerate during flight. Similarly, when discharging force  (fa-jin ) into a push hands 
partner, the partner can appear to accelerate after the discharge. And so it’s reasonable for 
Zheng to see a correlation between these two phenomena. As it turns out, the arrow does not 
actually increase its speed once it’s fired; instead its speed decreases over the duration of its 
flight. But, because the arrow’s speed is initially slow (the arrow starts at rest and then all the 
acceleration takes place as the bow string is released and transfers energy into the arrow) and 
we only see the results of that initial acceleration as the arrow moves away from the bow, it’s 
easy to think that the arrow accelerates after being released. 
 
In the case of a push hands partner, they may actually accelerate away from you after the 
moment when you discharge into them. This is because we are not just billiard balls bouncing into 
each other: real world interactions between people are more complicated than that. Done 
skillfully, a push hands player can trap their partner, causing the partner to compress and store 
energy in the partner’s own body and legs. Upon discharging, the partner loses their balance, and 
the energy stored in their legs can actually accelerate the partner away from me after I’m no 
longer touching them. 
 
It’s easy for the two situations to look the same. And in describing them as similar, Zheng is giving 
practitioners an idea that can help when pushing. In particular, thinking of the action of discharge 
or issuing force as being like releasing the bowstring to fire an arrow is critical to correct taijiquan. 
In taijiquan, the force that is used to throw or strike an opponent is the result of releasing  and 2

letting go internally, not of concentric muscular contraction. This is unintuitive for most people and 
we have to study and practice deeply to discover what to release and how to do that release. 

2 Technically, this is active eccentric contraction as opposed to the normal concentric contraction or 
active shortening of muscles. As it turns out, muscles can generate significantly more force during 
eccentric contraction than concentric contraction.  See the graphs at 
http://muscle.ucsd.edu/musintro/contractions.shtml  . 
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In addition, Zheng had a different perspective than we do: he wrote this treatise in the 1940s, a 
time that was thoroughly modern, especially in the urban areas where Zheng lived and taught. He 
positioned himself as a man of “ancient China”, practicing an art with ancient roots disappearing 
into the mists of time, that was structured and packaged in the 1920s and 1930s, and for which 
there isn’t real historical evidence prior to the early and mid 1800s. As Zheng positions himself as 
a man of ancient China, he was harkening back to the late Qing dynasty: a time when China was 
very much in contact with the western powers and grappling with what it meant to become a 
modern culture. But, in doing so, Zheng really wants to reach back to earlier eras, the Ming, 
Song, Tang, and Han dynasties and tries to find an unbroken chain from the teachings of 
Confucius and Laozi to his life as a modern person living in a technological world. 
 
This chapter is a result of that effort. And one that does a remarkable job of trying to unify ideas 
with ancient roots and modern science and technology. We see Zheng’s efforts here to position 
taijiquan as a native Chinese technology, consistent with modern science and technology. 
 
Moving on to the translation itself, this treatise is written in a quite different style than the rest of 
the treatises. In the bulk of this work, Zheng writes in Classical Chinese, rarely using compounds 
(words made up of multiple characters) and following Classical Chinese grammatical conventions 
such as omitting sentence subjects and leaving these to the reader to infer. This chapter is much 
closer to written vernacular Chinese. While it still has a few classical stylings such as occasional 
omitted sentence subjects, it is structured in sentences and paragraphs rather than in verse, 
uses compounds, and current idioms. As such, I’ve translated it in a prose style, rather than the 
verse approach I’ve used for the other treatises. 
 
I’ve presented the translation twice: once simply doing my best job at translating Zheng’s words 
without any interruption and then a second version that is full of annotation and discussion. 
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The Translation, unadorned 

 
In Taijiquan, the use of  qi  and  jin  consists of cycling round and round, continuously and without 
breaks. From roundness come extraordinary abilities that have no limit. 
 
The spaces in the cosmos are filled with large objects such as rotating planets and tiny objects 
such as drops of rain falling. Every one of these has the shape of a sphere, manifesting as such 
naturally and spontaneously. 
 
Their contracting  and expanding makes up their form ( ti ) and function ( yong ). And their internal 
substance is accumulated vitality ( jing ).  Our martial art is closely linked with these truths. I will 
now explore the details of this close relationship in the following. 
 
To begin, a planet can be said to be so vast that nothing can contain it. As a result of its form 
being spherical, the accumulated  qi  can carry it. And thus the planet is able to revolve. If its form 
were not spherical, even the accumulated  qi’s  force would not be enough to carry it. Thus if they 
were not round, the uncountable number of celestial bodies in the heavens would also not be able 
to float and rotate. 
 
A sphere is the shape with the largest possible volume and the smallest possible surface area for 
that volume. Even the tiniest drop of rain or dew contains uncountable water molecules each of 
which strives to its utmost to expand outward. The result is that all the molecules achieve an 
equilibrium, mutually coming together. The surface of the drop of dew has tension while its inside 
has gathering force. Therefore, it can be considered a sphere. This is the cause of formation for 
spheres. 
  
Taijiquan is known for its roundness because it models itself on the taiji diagram and principle in 
its fundamentals as well as its form and function. It correctly follows the marvelous profundity of 
the natural world revealed in the manifestation of mutual harmonies among things, as discussed 
above. This is specifically illustrated in the following diagram. 
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As shown in the diagram above, all the points along a circle’s circumference are an identical 
distance from the center. Mozi described this saying “One center, equal distance” (i.e. “The 
center of a circle is the same distance from all points on the circumference.”) 
 
Furthermore, we see how this is true in the following: Every point on a sphere’s surface must 
support the same force. Whether the sphere is strong or weak, the force is the same at all points, 
otherwise it wouldn’t be a sphere! This is true whether it’s a rubber ball or a round ball. This is 
roundness. 
 
Regardless of the ball’s lightness or heaviness, if force contacts it on one side, then we know all 
sides of the ball will be set into motion. Every part moves. Even if the force just contacts slightly, 
then the ten thousand points of the ball are the same. All ten thousand points respond. 
  
This is the taijiquan skill of not allowing the opponent to feel you and thus not allowing them to 
contact you. This skill is achieved by making your body a sphere. As a result, the opponent does 
not know where to apply their force. 
 
Consider the forces on molecules making up a sphere. At soon as the ball begins to rotate, those 
molecules simultaneously expand and contract relative to each other. These are known as 
centripetal and centrifugal forces. See the following diagram. 
 
 
-- 

 
 
The force of expansion from the center outward is called “centrifugal force”. The force of 
contraction from the circumference towards the center is called “centripetal force”. In a rotating 
ball, both these forces must achieve balance, otherwise the ball will not be able to have a round 
shape!  
 
For example, consider tieing a stone or piece of iron on one end of a cord and holding the other 
end in your hand. Swing and throw the cord in a circle with the position of your hand acting as the 
center of the circle. The stone receives the outward force of the throw. This is called centrifugal 
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force. And the resulting inward force drawing in the cord is called centripetal force. In this 
situation, even if the rope is weak, we clearly see that the rope has a disposition of energy from 
the tension. This disposition of energy is determined by the speed of rotation. This is what 
Taijiquan Push Hands calls “two person saw” style of comparing hands. 
 
Suppose I have to receive a large incoming force. I then respond using an equally large outgoing 
force. By doing so, even as I have to receive a large incoming force, I repulse it, achieve 
movement, and go forward towards the opponent. Thus, I achieve the usefulness of roundness in 
the body. 
 
Simply by returning the incoming force using outgoing force, the opponent cannot move and 
repulse the force I return. The opponent is then expelled and thrown a great distance away. 
These are two points regarding incoming force and outgoing force. 
 
The application of circular force is just one of a number of rarely seen skills. There is also the 
function of “on the outside, the circle; contained within, the square”. A circle contains an 
uncountable number of equilateral triangles.  Triangles truly are the fundamental form and 
structure for round shapes. See the following diagram. 

 
 
The function of roundness is supported by the triangles contained within. Ultimately, this has 
connections to physics as illustrated by conical shapes such as screws and nails. Thus it is clear 
that a material body via roundness becomes not only sturdy but also achieves the function of 
passive defence which makes it difficult for external forces to destroy it. That is all! 
 
In addition, because a round body contains uncountable triangles, any point on the body has the 
capacity of actively attacking. As the situation requires, it can rotate, advancing forward to attack. 
Thus, no point, not one fraction of a millimeter, on the body’s surface lacks the function of actively 
attacking. 
 
For example, consider a racket and ping pong ball, If the opponent attacks you with a power like 
that of the spinning ball and your response is not according to the method described herein, then 
the attack is irresistible and necessarily results in your defeat. This is because the spinning ball 
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attack is launched from a close distance and with speed and so contains the function of 
uncountable triangles. 
  
Taijiquan with its round shape as discussed above represents the peak of the usefulness of 
containing uncountable numbers of triangles. As a result, its applicability is extremely remarkable. 
However, taijiquan actually uses the model of a circle, not really a spherical shape. 
 
To use taijiquan for defense, follow the model of the circle. To use it for attack, then any point can 
be the tip of a triangle. Furthermore, not one point or one fraction of a millimeter is unable to 
attack using the shape of a turning triangle. Thus, if you base your attack at the enemy’s body on 
these rotating triangles, it is extremely difficult for the enemy to escape. 
 
Those at higher levels, beyond what was just described, can attack by using their outstanding 
ability to, at the right time, surpass the function of the circle. Suddenly making one change and 
acting as an isosceles triangle. The applicability of neutralizing is outstandingly vast. Such an 
attack (suddenly manifesting a triangle) is extremely fierce, but nonetheless does not move 
beyond the scope of the substance ( ti ) of the circle. See the following diagram. 
 

 
 
These diagrams make it clear that in taijiquan, every action is an attack and every point is a 
defense. This is what is meant by the saying: “To yield ( zou ) is to issue ( fa ), to issue is to yield”. 
Contain the positive within the center of the negative. And “The opponent does not know me; I 
alone know the opponent. Then I become an invincible hero.” This (diagram and discussion) is 
the meaning of these sayings. 
 
The discussion above covers the situation where a round body achieves the function of attacking 
by aiming the uncountable number of triangles contained within it outwards. Suppose however 
that we face a situation where the external-force attacks from the front and overwhelms our 
triangles, making a triangle face inwards and collapse? See the following diagram. 
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In the situation where an external force attacks head-on and overwhelms our triangles, it is 
correct to receive the force rather than trying to turn left or right, up or down, or lean or brace. 
For the moment, I will not speak of any method having to with left or right, up or down, evading or 
dodging. Rather, I say bluntly that you must receive the force and capture it. The correct 
application in taijiquan is that the enemy's fierce attack is made into a trap. This is what the  Yi 
Jing  calls  Kan  or the Abyss. It also means the hexagram of Danger ( Kan  over  Kan , #29) This is 
the primary reason that the name taiji is correct for this art. 
 
The proper use is overcoming external force by making it fall into emptiness. Once, the enemy 
realizes he’s already in the trap, having fallen into emptiness and it would be wrong to continue 
approaching, he turns his body around, attempting to escape. At that moment, the instant he 
wants to withdraw his body, I absorb his force with my abdomen. One change and I attack with 
the force of issuing ( fa ). This is what the boxing manual calls  ti-fang . To release ( fang ) is to issue 
( fa ), that is all. And again become round in shape. Then the enemy is unable to handle the 
counter-attack and is thrown a great distance. This is taijiquan's specialty. It is also called  fajin . 
 
The counter is yielding ( zou ), also called transforming ( hua ). Yielding involves a rapid turn. 
Transforming also involves turning and uses a gradual turn. The rule for turning is the same for 
both yielding and transforming. See the following diagram. 
 

 
 
When about to receive the point of an attack, perform a slight yield or neutralize. You can then 
naturally escape from the opponent’s external force, exhausting and removing it!  
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Simultaneously, as you handle the opponent’s force and exhaust and remove it, the uncountable 
number of triangles rotate and their points immediately serve to attack. This is what is meant by 
the sayings “To transform ( hua ) is to strike ( da )” and “To yield ( zuo ) is to strike”. Striking means 
the discharge ( fa ) of  fa-jin . How do you use  jin  to immediately reverse and attack the opponent 
with a discharge? See the following diagrams. 
 

 
 
To  fa-jin , you must search for and achieve  jin  on one line through the exact center of gravity of the 
opponent’s body. This is similar to the physics of applying force to one side of a sphere. The force 
must pass along a straight line through the sphere’s center of gravity in order to move the sphere. 
This keeps the sphere from turning and thus deflecting the force. Doing so you inevitably achieve 
the skill of penetrating the opponent’s defense and releasing ( fang )  jin  like releasing an arrow or a 
bullet. This is principle of  fa-jin  in taijiquan. Whether you want to throw the opponent a great 
distance or a small distance, or drop the opponent to the ground, everything relies on finding the 
place for the straight line. Aim at the opponent’s center and discharge ( fa ). Without this, you won’t 
succeed. 
 
My teacher Yang Chengfu often instructed me, saying “To  fa-jin  you must find a single straight 
line. If you can release ( fang ), you can discharge ( fa ). At the moment of discharge. it is the same 
as releasing an arrow.” These words completely describe the special skill of  fa-jin . 
 
This principle of using a straight line is easy to understand. However, for those who desire the 
application, it is not easy to achieve the heart of the principle without thorough understanding and 
experience. Students must exert themselves towards this point. Work on it! 
  
Some say: “The understanding described above of all the details of the principles is complete! 
But, suppose the opponent attacks with great force like an ox, is fierce like a tiger, relentless like 
a ram, and insatiable like a wolf. If such an opponent attacks with one discharge, without any 
regard (for consequences), attacking with the power of lightning and whirlwinds, sudden as a clap 
of thunder, how do you handle that?” 
 
I reply “This question indeed is very important. In the points discussed above, I described the 
correct way to deal with those who attack fiercely and insatiably. Compared to the attack of a 
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mouse chief or a fox, on the contrary those who launch fierce attacks are much easier to handle. 
Use the method already described above. Nothing more is needed.” I again explain in detail the 
principle of this method. 
 
Consider a sphere’s volume: the space it occupies is larger than that occupied by any other 
shape with the same surface area. If the opponent attacks suddenly, they still cannot go beyond 
two fundamental factors: One is space; one is time. The speed of the attack supports its 
effectiveness for one who is not able to grasp how time supports space. 
 
The one who attacks suddenly is exactly described by the saying “offering meat, taking the bait”. 
In trying to obtain the desired position, the attacker gets the opposite of what they wanted, 
choosing a quick defeat on their own. 
 
You ask: Why? I say:  An arrow at the end of its flight cannot even pierce Shandong silk. This is 
the limit of space. And it also represents the lengthening of time. 
 
This round shape [the sphere Zheng started this discussion with] occupies an area 
corresponding to the vastness and largeness of its volume. Even if the attack is fast, the sphere 
supports it using space and matching it with lengthening of time. Despite the efficacy of the 
speedy attack, this leads to defeat! 
 
This is the overarching principle of taijiquan: Not using resistance, instead using getting out of the 
way; Not using straightforward opposition, instead using oblique evasion. Cause the speed and 
force of the attack to be broken and destroyed, even slightly, and then immediately attack the 
opponent, taking advantage of the opportunity. Don’t show any power, not even enough to blow a 
puff of hair. By doing so, you allow the opponent to invite themselves to destruction. In just one 
instant, it’s too late to respond. This is what the boxing manual calls “Leading movement, 4 
ounces adjusts 1000 pounds”. This is exactly correct! 
 
This constitutes but a single proof. However, there is more. Consider how an arrow can be shot 
for 100 paces and then pierce seven bundles. 
 
First, the arrow is issued ( fa ) by using great force to draw the bow and release it. This is the initial 
impetus force. The arrow moves at speed and this gives rise to its kinetic force. If we compare 
the kinetic force with the impetus force, then they may well be equal. And in fact, the kinetic force 
might even exceed the force of the initial impetus! For example, suppose the force of the initial 
impetus is 100 lbs. This produces the kinetic force which may be as much as 200 lbs! 
 
Consider how achieving 200 lbs of force is described by theory. From knowing the force and 
speed, we can then determine the resulting energy! The power of the strike is described by the 
natural-law formulas of physics. See the following: 

Force x Speed x Time = Energy 
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The taijiquan saying “leading the movement, 4 ounces adjusts 1000 pounds” refers to this. It 
means that, according to the formula Force multiplied by Speed multiplied by Time results in 
Energy, using a  jin  of 4 ounces at the source of movement, the energy of 1000 pounds can be 
influenced and led. The opponent’s energy is exhausted while I lead them, turning and gaining the 
advantage, thereby reversing their strong force and speed. Thus we can say that merely having 
greed and fierceness is not enough to rely on. 
 
The force of taijiquan is weak while the force of the opponent’s surprise attack is strong, like 
comparing a single scrap of paper to the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers, pouring forth in torrents. 
How do we control the opponent’s attack? 
 
If you attempt to handle the attack head on, even if you use a 1000 yard iron chain, it won’t be 
enough. However, if a scrap of paper follows the current of the attack, going along with the 
momentum and eliminating the attack, then the scrap of paper is also able to avoid harm. Even 
though a scrap of paper may seem weak suppose it is assisted with speed. For example, glue 
the scrap of paper on to the shaft of a motor so that it spins together with the shaft until its speed 
reaches two or three thousand revolutions a minute. If the scrap of paper suddenly flies free, its 
power ( jin ) hitting a tree could split a tree. 
 
In taijiquan, the principle is “via no-strength achieve the extreme of having strength”. This should 
not be ignored. 
 
The function of taijiquan is to enable the  qi  of the  dantian  to be excited, swinging and swaying 
( gudang ), like the waters of the Yangtze and Yellow Rivers, thereby supporting circular 
movement. Although the original force is small, its speed is limitless. Therefore, its efficacy is 
unsurpassed. Truly, it cannot be fathomed. 
 
In addition to the discussion above of the function of the isosceles triangle, and the attacking 
power of the circular body as it rotates left and right and up and down, we should not neglect the 
function of the lever. In taijiquan, the key point for using the lever is how it can support force. The 
point which supports force (i.e. the fulcrum) in known as  zhongding  (the stable center often 
termed “central equilibrium”) in taijiquan. See the following diagram. 
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The diagram above shows that apart from the fulcrum, all the rest of the lever can rotate and 
move, left or right, up or down, in all 8 directions. For example, if the opponent strikes on the right 
side, then the left side can rotate towards the back. 
 
If you are about to be hit on one side, respond by letting space lengthen and time also lengthen. 
Immediately, the force of the opponent’s surprise attack is completely divided and neutralized, 
making it useless. 
 
When the right side of the lever receives the opponent’s force, for example of 1000 pounds, then 
a force of 1000 pounds is completely delivered to the lever’s left side! The lever’s right side 
rapidly swings towards the back and the force in the lever’s left side also rapidly rotates towards 
the front.  
 
This is the correct way to borrow the opponent’s strength and counter-attack. The opponent will 
be unable to deal with such a counter attack and will immediately fall and be thrown a great 
distance! This is taijiquan’s  fa-jin : every detail like this, that is all! 
 
In addition, taijiquan excels at dividing and transforming the opponent’s force and simultaneously 
using the effectiveness of uniting two forces . See the following diagram. 
 

 
 
For example, suppose the opponent pushes directly towards me using both hands connecting to 
both of my forearms. I unite both of my arms forming a wedge shape and separate and transform 
the force of the opponent’s straight-on push, making it fragment. Then at the same moment, I 
unify my arms to make an attack with the wedge shape. I completely borrow the opponent’s 
aggressive physical-force, counter-attacking their vital points. 
 
This is what the boxing manual calls “Leading the other forward to fall into emptiness, unite and 
immediately throw”. This is also one method. 
 
In addition taijiquan is good at the use of lifting ( ti )  jin . To handle the opponent’s root and strength, 
uproot them and then you can throw them with the result that both their feet leave the ground and 
they fall. This is what the boxing manual describes in the saying “To uproot, you must apply a 
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breaking force. Then the opponent severs their own root and is quickly defeated, without a 
doubt.” 
 
This is, in physics, the study of the crane and the usage of the lever or a jack. The system is 
shown in the following diagram. 

 
 
In the diagram above, the fulcrum supports the lever-force. As the distance gets farther, less 
force needs to be applied while getting a larger result. 
 
In taijiquan, the opportunity to use  ti-jin  and  fa-jin  is by making the opponent’s center of gravity act 
as the center, while the point where your hand or wrist contacts the opponent acts as the fulcrum, 
and your feet together with your legs act as the point of force. In taijiquan, this is the opportunity 
for  fa-jin . The point of the impetus is located in the foot. This is described by the saying: “its root is 
in the foot; issuing ( fa)  in the leg, control in the waist, shape in the hands and fingers”. 
 
Thus, even if the opponent is one who has great force and a big body, that’s not enough to rely 
on. As soon as you contact hands, the opponent falls and is thrown a great distance. 
 
This is all based on the function of the lever. Even though the contact is via the hand, the point for 
mobilizing and discharging force is in the feet. This can be called exquisite and unsurpassed! 
Moreover, “getting twice the result with half the effort”. That is all! One who reaches the ultimate 
levels, gets a hundred thousand times the result. Like the saying “to have a bright future”! 
 
Summing up all the aforementioned points, we see that taijiquan’s transporting of  jin  is in accord 
with the teaching of physics. Each and every detail of discharging is covered by natural law! Thus 
proving that taijiquan, although based on philosophy, can be proven scientifically. From ancient 
times to the present, it has not been easy to understand taijiquan theory. As a result, doubts 
about how a person can exhaust an attack and discharge emerge. This discussion explains 
transporting  jin  using physics. It helps us understand this thoroughly even though taijiquan is 
based in philosophy. 
 
Correctly mobilizing/transporting  jin  accords with the theory of physics. Thus the study of taijiquan 
described above is an area for profound study. In taijiquan, nothing more is required than to have 
the correct form. You’ll then get the function. If you don’t have the function, then the form is not 
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worth speaking of!  Desiring to have form and function both complete, you must thoroughly 
investigate this theory. Only then can you understand the marvelous application of moving  jin .  
 
The writing in this treatise concerning the secret sayings of former generations of the taijiquan 
family divulge those secrets completely. Scholars should triply give regards to this study and 
rejoice! 
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Annotated Translation and Discussion 

Discussion 

 
This chapter covers a lot of ground. The main themes include 

● Roundness: Zheng describes how roundness can be used to respond to an opponent, 
how it enables continuous change and transformation, and how roundness balances 
incoming and outgoing forces. 

● Fa-jin  (discharge)  and ti-fang:  methods for issuing force into a partner. 
● Levers, Wedges, Pulleys, and Spheres:  images and visualizations that help a taijiquan 

player interact with a partner or opponent 
● Interplay between Chinese philosophy and “natural law”: In this “natural law” 

encompasses physics and mechanics and also extends to the metaphysical 
underpinnings of reality. In his discussion, Zheng makes extensive use of the  ti-yong  or 
form-and-function/essence-and-application model. 

● Time and space: Zheng discusses the ability of advanced practitioners to manipulate time 
and space in physical interactions.  

 
Because this chapter is rooted in mechanics  and physics, it may be useful to cover some terms 3

and definitions first. There are a number of distinct attributes of mechanics systems and physics 
uses specific terms for these attributes: these terms, such as force, energy and power, are often 
also used colloquially in normal language and the colloquial definitions can conflate distinct 
attributes of interactions. For, example, we will often refer colloquially to the “force” or “power” of a 
push to mean the same thing in push hands. In Physics, force and power are two distinct 
concepts even as we colloquially treat them as synonyms. In this translation, I have tried to use 
accurate and specific physical terms to translate Zheng’s concepts. Sometimes, Zheng invents 
new terminology that doesn’t actually refer to a real mechanical attribute. In these cases, I’ve 
used a reasonable translation of his invented terminology and tried to explain what I think he 
means. 
 
There’s a tendency for technical fields, such as physics, to assert primacy and insist that the 
technical field’s use of a term as jargon overrides the colloquial use of that same term. And so 
you get people informing others that their use of terms such as energy or force is “wrong”. I see 
this as a form of cognitive colonization and a crude attempt to assert authority and status via 
understanding of jargon. It’s related to simplistic translation when we take Chinese and its 
associated worldview and wonder how the Chinese could be so confused to have terms like  qi 
that refer to a whole cluster of concepts in our (assumed primary) worldview. What’s wrong with 
those Chinese? Why don’t they clearly distinguish animal vitality from electrical energy from the 

3 Mechanics (actually  classical mechanics  as opposed to quantum mechanics fluid mechanics, or 
statistical mechanics) is used here to refer to the branch of physics having to do with motion of 
physical objects and the ways that objects exert force on each other. Think of billiard balls colliding or 
stick figures connected with springs changing shape. 
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underlying composition of the universe? As we do that, we somehow miss seeing this same 
question from a Chinese perspective and wondering how western science could be so confused 
as not to see the underlying identity of  qi  expressed as vitality, electrical energy, and the 
fundamental stuff of reality. 
 
In defining terms below and discussing inaccuracies in Zheng’s mechanical models, I’m striving to 
achieve clarity both in our understanding of the actual mechanics of physical interactions and in 
conveying what Zheng actually said. I think it’s actually detrimental to do as previous translators 
have and rework Zheng’s words to attempt to make them consistent with physics. This misleads 
us as to what Zheng actually said as well as reducing the utility of his models and visualizations . 4

 
To begin, we consider the  speed  or  velocity  of an object. Colloquially, this is how fast the object is 
moving (e.g. what it would say on the speedometer of your car) or technically, the rate of change 
of the object’s position. Speed is just the speedometer reading; Velocity also includes the 
direction the object is going. Note that velocity could change without the speed changing, e.g. if 
your car made a turn without slowing down or speeding up. When Zheng uses the term 速  su, 
I’ve translated it as speed or velocity as seems appropriate. 
 
Acceleration  refers to a change in the speed or velocity of an object. We normally think of 
acceleration as meaning the speed increased, but technically, it just means a change in speed or 
velocity so also refers to situations where speed decreases. Acceleration is always the result of 
Force  acting on an object. The forces can be friction, which is why sliding objects slow down: 
friction between the object and the surface it’s sliding on slows it down, i.e., the friction  force 
causes the object to  accelerate  negatively. In taijiquan, we’re often interested in the results of 
applying force to a partner. If that force moves the partner, it caused them to accelerate (their 
speed increased from nothing, aka standing still, as they were put in motion). 
 
The Chinese term ⼒  li  encompasses the physics notion of  force . It also includes other ideas, in 
particular contrasting “crude strength” with the “internal force”  jin . I’ve translated  li  as force where 
Zheng clearly intends the physics notion and I’ve left it as  li  where he uses it to contrast to  jin . 
Zheng also uses the terms ⼒量  liliang  , literally “physical force”,  and 外⼒  waili,  literally “external 5

force”, when he wants to be explicit about referencing the physics notion of force. I’ve often 
translated both  liliang  and  waili  as force, sometimes using physical force or external force where 
that seems clearer. 
 
Related to Force are the concepts of Energy, Power, Work, and Momentum. From a physics point 
of view, work and energy are the exact same thing -- they are just synonyms used to reflect the 

4 A side effect is that it also exposes the lack of understanding of physics on the part of the previous 
translators. It doesn’t help clarify when one substitutes words such as acceleration and power without 
actually understanding those in an attempt to “clarify” Zheng’s meaning. 
5 This use of  liliang  illustrates the differences between Vernacular Chinese and Classical or Literary 
Chinese.  In Literary Chinese, simply  li  would be used and the reader would be left to distinguish the 
exact kind of  li  intended. Vernacular Chinese uses the compound and is less ambiguous. 
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larger situation. Consider lifting a weight up in the air: it takes a certain amount of  work  to lift that 
weight and that  work  results in a  potential energy . The  potential energy  can be realized by 
allowing the weight to fall -- when you do that the  potential energy  becomes  kinetic energy . And 
the resulting  kinetic energy  is exactly equal to the  work  done to lift the weight in the first place.  
 
Note that these uses of  energy  are very different from the notions of  qi  or  jin , which are both often 
translated as energy or internal energy. This is one of the reasons I resist translation of terms 
such as  qi  and  jin  and leave them untranslated as technical taijiquan jargon. 
 
The Chinese term 能  neng  is formally used for  energy  in a physics sense. It also encompasses 
the meanings of skill, being able to accomplish something, and power. Where it’s clear Zheng 
means energy ala physics, I’ve translated  neng  as energy, and otherwise I’ve translated 
according to his colloquial meaning. 
 
Power is the rate of doing  work  or the rate of releasing or using  energy . In our example of the 
lifted weight, it takes the same amount of  work  to lift the weight to a certain height, but you use 
more  power  to lift the weight quickly than to lift it slowly; i.e. if you do the  work  more quickly, it 
takes more  power  and if you do the  work  more slowly, it takes less  power . Similarly the same 
amount of  energy  is released if you drop the weight straight down or if you slide it down a shallow 
ramp, but the  power  generated is higher when the weight drops straight down than when it slides 
down the ramp. 
 
Zheng doesn’t mention  power  in a formal physics sense in this chapter, but translators often use 
it as a synonym for either  force  or  energy  or both. I have not done that. 
 
The Momentum of an object is the product of its mass and its velocity. Intuitively, it represents the 
“oomph” of the object. A heavy object has more “oomph” than a light object moving at the same 
speed. And given two objects of the same weight moving at different speeds, the faster one has 
more “oomph” than the slower. Because  force  changes the speed of an object,  force  changes the 
momentum  of that object.  
 
The term ⽓势  qishi  is used in Chinese to represent  momentum . It also means “qi power”, 
“configuration of energy”, or “energetic situation”. When Zheng uses  qishi , he doesn’t appear to 
mean momentum, rather he’s referencing the current configuration of energy and forces, e.g. in a 
rope that experiences tension caused by spinning a weight around a center using that rope. I’ve 
coined the term “disposition of energy” for Zheng’s apparent meaning. 
 
A number of times in this chapter, Zheng uses examples of rotating balls and of objects on cords 
being spun around a hub. When spinning an object on a cord, we perceive two opposing forces: 
centripetal force  pulling the object towards the center and  centrifugal force  trying to make it fly 
away from the center. The centripetal force represents the force exerted by the cord on the object 
from the center and also the force exerted by the cord on, say, your hand holding the cord at the 
center. 
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The Chinese terms 向⼼⼒, 离⼼⼒  xiangxinli, lixinli  refer to centripetal and centrifugal force 
respectively and Zheng sometimes uses them in this sense. However, centripetal and centrifugal 
force, in a physics sense, only occur in situations where something is spinning (the rotating ball or 
the rock on a rope being spun around your hand) and Zheng often uses these terms when he’s 
referencing contraction or expansion. For example, consider a balloon that is either inflating or 
deflating. Unless the balloon is rotating, centripetal and centrifugal force don’t come into play. 
Zheng however uses the terms  xiangxinli  and  lixinli  to reference forces of contraction or 
expansion. E.g., if the balloon is inflating, a point on the surface of the balloon will experience an 
expansionary force away from the center and if the balloon deflates, the surface of the balloon 
experiences a force drawing it towards the center. I’ve tried to be clear and translate  xiangxinli 
and  lixinli  appropriately depending on whether Zheng is referring to centripetal and centrifugal 
forces or expansion and contraction. 
 
With all that out of the way, here is the annotated translation. 
 

劲与物理劲与物理 

Jin and Physics 

 

Discussion 

Physics here is 物理  wuli , which is indeed what the scientific field Physics is called in Chinese. 
Literally,  wuli  means the natural law, principles, or intrinsic patterns ( li ) of material things  (wu  as in 
wanwu,  the ten thousand things).  
 
Other translators have titled this treatise “On Energy and Physics”, thus illustrating the way 
translators can obscure meaning. Readers are  much more likely to think Energy is a translation 
of  Qi  than of  Jin . Zheng’s focus in the treatise is on how mobilization and release of  jin  can be 
described physically.  
 

太极拳⽓与劲之运⽤。在乎绵绵不断。周⽽复始。圆⽽神通。 靡有穷际。  
宇宙之间。⼤若⾏星之运转。微如⾬露之降零。 厥形皆圆。此⾃然之微象也。 
引⽽伸之。其体与⽤。及其内容精蕴。实与吾拳有息息想通者。今试分析其究竟于

后。 
夫⾏星可谓⼤莫能容。以其体圆。 则积⽓可以载之。 ⽽能运转。 
倘其体不圆。虽积⽓之⼒⽆所不载。亦不能浮⽆量数之星球于上空。⽽能运转者

也。 
 
In Taijiquan, the use of  qi  and  jin  consists of cycling round and round, 
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continuously and without breaks. From roundness come extraordinary abilities 6

that have no limit. 
 
The spaces in the cosmos are filled with large objects such as rotating planets 
and tiny objects such as drops of rain falling. Every one of these has the shape 
of a sphere, manifesting as such naturally and spontaneously. 
  
Their contracting and expanding makes up their form ( ti ) and function  (yong) . 7

And their internal substance is accumulated vitality ( jing ).    Our martial art is 
closely linked  with these truths. I will now explore the details [of this close 8

relationship] in the following. 
 
To begin, a planet can be said to be so vast that nothing can contain it. As a 
result of its form being spherical, the accumulated  qi  can carry it. And thus the 
planet is able to revolve. If its form were not spherical, even the accumulated  qi’ s 
force ( li ) would not be enough to carry it. Thus [if they were not round], the 
uncountable number of celestial bodies in the heavens would also not be able to 
float and rotate. 

 

Discussion 

 
Zheng immediately starts his discussion of physics and taijiquan by placing it in the context of the 
cosmos. He links the roles of  qi ,  jin , and  jing  in a practitioner’s experience, with the roundness of 
celestial bodies and introduces the  ti-yong  / form&function paradigm.  
 
These first paragraphs make it clear that, despite writing a treatise pupporting to describe the 
relationships between physics or material science and  jin , Zheng approaches the topic in a 
fundamentally un-scientific way. The question he asks -- how are the celestial bodies “held up” 
(able to float) --and the answer he gives -- because of spherical forms and accumulated  qi  -- 
assume a worldview where the stars and planets seem to be “up there” which causes us to 

6 神通  shentong  is literally spiritual penetration, connection, or exchange. It’s used to indicate 
extraordinary abilities, which result from one’s spirit penetrating the heart of the moment. 
7 体⽤  tiyong  is a standard paradigm describing the balanced pair of form and function, theory and 
practice, substance and expression, and essence and application. In Taijiquan, the form is the shapes, 
postures, and gestures we make; the function is the use of those for self-cultivation and in interaction 
with another.  Ti  is literally body or body part and I translate it as body when Zheng is clearly referring 
to our physical bodies. Otherwise, I translate  ti  as form since readers are likely to be familiar with the 
“form and function” paradigm. 
8 息息想通  xixi xiangtong  is a “fixed expression” or idiomatic phrase that means “closely linked”. 
Literally, it  means silk-thread silk-thread mutually penetrating or connecting. Zheng is saying that the 
cosmic truth of expansion and contracting leading to energetic vitality and our practice of taijiquan 
mutually connect with each other like silk threads all wound together. 
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wonder how they “stay up there” rather than falling to earth with us. And a worldview where this 
question can be answered by reference to philosophical concepts such as  qi  and the  ti-yong 
paradigm. 
 
I point this out not to criticize Zheng but to make it clear that his concerns are not primarily 
scientific: he is not trying to create rigorous models that generate testable predictions for 
phenomena and then comparing those predictions to observation. It’s not as if scientific 
explanations were not available to Zheng. In the 1930s and 1940s when Zheng was writing, it 
was well understood that the earth is round (not flat) and that there’s no place for the stars to fall 
to -- they’re just in place in space. So, instead of trying to provide a scientific explanation, Zheng 
is building what Porkert and Unschold would call a System of Correspondences: a system that 
attempts to explain cause and effect. However, unlike a magical or religious explanation, where 
cause and effect are explained by magical or spiritual/demonic actions and influences, or a 
scientific system where cause and effect are explained by concrete interactions between events 
proximate to each other in time and space, a System of Correspondences explains cause and 
effect via correspondences between observed events and an abstract system such as  yinyang 
and the Five Phases (五⾏ , wuxing )  and the inherent dynamics in that abstract system. For 
example, by relating one event to the Phase Wood, a second to the Phase Fire, and a third to the 
phase Earth, a System of Correspondences will predict that because Wood creates Fire (the 
constructive cycle) and suppresses Earth (the control or destructive cycle), the first event (the 
Wood event) will lead to the second (the Fire event) and prevent the third (the Earth event). This 
prediction is made without need for any mechanistic causal relationship between the events: 
Cause and Effect operate based on philosophical principles in the abstract model -- the Five 
Phases -- and are then realized in the corresponding events. 
 
This approach, building a System of Correspondences, is a serious and rigorous attempt at 
explaining reality by exploring analogies. It is not magical or reliant upon supernatural actors and 
influences. Chinese Medicine is a primary example of such a system. The expectation is that 
Chinese Medicine can address illness and bring patients to health, i.e. that Chinese Medicine 
works. The fundamental treatment method is to understand the patient’s current situation in terms 
of  yinyang  and Five Phases, realized as the situation of the  zang  and  fu  organs, and then 
prescribe treatment based on creating and controlling aspects of the Five Phases. 
 
Nonetheless, these systems are also fundamentally different from science in which explanations 
for cause and effect are sought directly between the observed phenomena. Zheng assumes 
abstract systems, including  yinyang , Five Phases, and  qi, jin, jing, yi, shen , and attempts to 
understand the dynamics of those systems by applying Chinese culture, philosophy and models 
of the individual and cosmos. Just as patients expect Chinese Medicine to work, regardless of 
whether western medicine can identify the meridians or find locations for the  zang  and  fu  organs, 
so Zheng expects that his explanations will be useful to taijiquan practitioners.  
 
This is important to remember as we read this treatise: there are a number of places where 
Zheng makes assertions or uses models that are not accurate in a physics sense, either in terms 
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of how mechanical systems actually work or in terms of the physical details of the situation he’s 
describing. This does not mean the visualizations and models Zheng gives are not useful to 
taijiquan practitioners any more than failing to discover anatomical features corresponding to the 
meridians or the “triple burner” organ invalidates health outcomes of Chinese Medicine. 
 
Thus, to understand Zheng, we have to try to understand his worldview: the abstract models 
used to explain observed phenomena. First up is  qi  and we have to grapple with what exactly  qi 
is. Many martial artists and people who practice bodymind disciplines such as qigong have 
sensed and experienced something they’ve been told is  qi . These experiences can be very 
concrete -- I can absolutely point to specific personal experiences that I would describe as feeling 
or using  qi.  Some try to give those experiences a pseudoscientific basis by glossing qi as “bio 
magnetic energy” or likening it to some kind of energetic fluid that fills the body, flows through the 
meridian system, and gives us vitality. I strongly resist such formulations -- not only are they 
meaningless and inaccurate from a scientific perspective , but by trying to adopt a pseudoscience 9

viewpoint, they lead us away from understanding the System of Correspondences underlying the 
worldview Zheng is working from. 
 
Thinking of qi as an energetic fluid or some kind of “bio magnetic energy” may make one feel like 
one is being all rigorous and scientific, but this approach leaves us unable to understand Zheng’s 
idea that accumulated qi carries the celestial bodies and allows them to float and rotate. And 
doesn’t help us at all understand why Zheng is going on about floating planets and stars while 
trying to describe how to use  jin  in a physical interaction. 
 
So, let’s step back and look at  qi . 
 
Joseph Adler suggests a profound and metaphysical role for  qi  as the fundamental ground of all 
phenomena: 

Qi , or psycho-physical stuff, is the substance of which all existing phenomena are 
constituted, including all the phases of matter, energy, mind ( xin ) and even the various 
forms of spirit ( shen ). The term is used in both a general sense, referring to the primordial 
stuff of which all things are composed, and more specific senses. For example, Zhu Xi 
uses both general and specific senses in one sentence, in reference to the human body: 
"The pure  qi  is  qi  [here meaning something like "breath"]; the turbid  qi  is matter ( zhi )." 
(Adler) 

 
Manfred Porkert describes  qi  as the  energetic configuration  of a system or situation and 
introduces the term  phase energetics  to describe the “discipline concerned with the changes of 
energetic configurations ( qi )” saying 

9 Consider, if  qi  is a form of energy, then is it subject to the law of Conservation of Energy? Can the  qi 
in the body be used to perform work, e.g. moving a weight, without any other expenditure of energy? 
Or if qi is actually some kind of fluid or substance, do the rules of fluid mechanics apply to it? Does  qi 
have a weight, a viscosity? Can  qi  be frozen or vaporized? Does it have a temperature and if so, does 
the temperature increase when  qi  is put under pressure? 
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It is axiomatic in Chinese thought that all realms of Nature--the macrocosm and all 
microcosms--are interconnected inductively. The energetic processes of the Cosmos 
unceasingly modulate the changes that take place in every individual organism. (Porkert, 
pp 55-56) 

 
Paul Unschuld, looking at  qi  specifically from a Chinese Medicine perspective, says that  qi 
designates “environmental influences that affect the organism from outside but are present within 
the organism as well.” He goes on to say that the term  qi  was used 

In broader contexts: its meaning included related ideas and phenomena such as “that 
which fills the body,” “that which means life,” “breath.” and “vapors” in general, such as 
clouds in the sky, or even “wind”. As early as the late Zhou or early Han period, substance 
or tangible matter was believed ... to consist of dispersible finest vapors, designated with 
the term  qi . Hence, I translate it as “finest matter influence”. (Unschuld, p72) 

 
Zheng is making a specific argument: 

● Cosmic objects, planets and stars, have the natural configuration of roundness. The 
nature of roundness is to cycle endlessly, rotating freely. 

● This energetic configuration reflects the  qi  that is both their fundamental substance and 
the means by which the cosmos influences our daily lives, i.e. the way the macrocosm 
and microcosms are interconnected. 

● The form and function of cosmic bodies as they cycle endlessly and rotate freely is to 
contract and expand. And via contracting and expanding, they accumulate vital energy 
( jing ). 

● Via Systematic Correspondence, we, ourselves and our interactions, correspond to the 
cosmos. 

● Therefore, allowing our shapes and motions to naturally be round means that our  qi  and 
jin  will cycle endlessly and rotate freely. Our form and function is expressed in contracting 
and expanding and by doing so, we accumulate vital energy. This vital energy in turn 
supports our shapes and motions.  

● As we examine our natural energetic configuration, its fundamental changes are 
expanding and contracting. This both defines our form -- our shape and energetic 
configuration -- and our function -- the ways we skillfully interact with others. 

 
As a result, studying the nature and changes of the cosmos and its energetic configurations will 
help us understand our changes and energetic configurations and allow us to interact physically 
with others more skillfully.  
 
It’s quite an opening statement. 
 

因球形乃⼀容积最⼤。⾯积最⼩之体积也。⾄⾬露虽微。⽽⼀滴中。含有⽆量数⽔

分⼦。个个竭⼒向外发展。其结果各得平均。互相索引。其表⾯虽有张⼒。然其内

仍有聚⼒。 故不失为圆。此即圆之成因。 
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A sphere is the shape with the largest possible volume and the smallest possible 
surface area for that volume. Even the tiniest drop of rain or dew contains 
uncountable water molecules each of which strives to its utmost to expand 
outward. The result is that all the molecules achieve an equilibrium, mutually 
coming together. The surface (of the drop of dew) has tension (spreading force) 
while its inside has gathering force. Therefore, it can be considered a sphere. 
This is the cause of formation for spheres. 

 

Discussion 

This explanation for the spherical shapes of rain drops isn’t particularly accurate. Surface tension 
of a drop of water is caused because water molecules mutually attract each other more than they 
attract air molecules. Without this, drops of water would never form: the water molecules would 
just disperse into the air. Inside a drop of water, each molecule doesn’t “strive to expand outward” 
-- that assigns both intent and knowledge of the direction “outward” to the molecules. Instead, the 
molecules are drawn towards each other and would all collapse at the center except they bounce 
off each other randomly. Since there are fewer molecules towards the outside of the water drop 
than in the inside, this bouncing causes the drop to expand uniformly until the force of attraction 
between the water molecules is balanced with the repulsive force from bouncing off each other. If 
the drop expanded non-uniformly, into a shape other than a sphere, the forces would not be 
balanced and that shape would naturally become spherical. 
 
However, Zheng is using this example to introduce a notion of balance or equilibrium between 
forces of expansion and contraction. This balance results in roundness and is something taijiquan 
practitioners seek. 
 
 

太极拳之所谓圆者。以其效法太极。其原因及体⽤。适与上述⾃然界之妙蕴相吻

合。特举图如左。  
Taijiquan is known for its roundness because it models itself on the  taiji  [diagram 
and principle] in its fundamentals as well as its form and function. It correctly 
follows the marvelous profundity of the natural world revealed in the 
manifestation of mutual harmonies among things, as discussed above. This is 
specifically illustrated in the following diagram . 10

 
 

10 Note that Zheng always describes the diagrams as being to the left or right, presumably as they 
appeared in his original handwritten manuscript. I’ve just placed the diagrams inline following their 
initial references and dropped any mention of “left” and “right”. 
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以上图观之。圆周内各点。与中⼼距离皆为⼀致。墨⼦所谓。 “⼀中同⻓”者是也。  
As shown in the diagram above, all the points along a circle’s circumference are 
an identical distance from the center. Mozi described this saying “One center, 
equal distance” [i.e., “The center of a circle is the same distance from all points 
on the circumference.”] 
 
更有进乎此者。圆周各点。 所负荷之⼒。强弱亦各相等。否则不成其为球体矣。
然则⽪球之圆。 圆也。 铁球之圆。 亦圆也。  
Furthermore, we see how this is true in the following: Every point on a sphere’s  11

surface must support the same force. Whether [the sphere] is strong or weak, 
[the force is the] same at all points, otherwise it wouldn’t be a sphere! This is 
true whether it’s a rubber ball or a round ball. This is roundness. 
 
⽆论其轻重不同。然以⼒触其⼀⾯。 可知其⾯⾯皆同。⾯⾯皆动也。 触其⼀点。 
则万点皆同。 万点皆应也。 
Regardless of the ball’s lightness ( qing ) or heaviness ( zhong),  if force contacts it 
on one side, then we know all sides of the ball will be set into motion. Every part 
moving. Even if the force just contacts slightly, then the ten thousand points (of 
the ball) are the same. All ten thousand points respond. 
 
此即太极拳之所不容⼈摸着与触到者。以其体圆也。乃不知得⼒之所在也。  
This is the Taijiquan skill of not allowing the opponent to feel you and thus not 
allowing them to contact you. This skill is achieved by making your body a 
sphere. As a result, [the opponent] does not know where to apply their force. 

 

11 Note that Zheng began with a circle, in the diagram and Mozi quote, and then seamlessly 
transitioned to spheres and balls. He’s concerned with roundness, not the difference between a 2D 
circle and a 3D sphere.  
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Discussion 

Here Zheng discusses how roundness is applied in taijiquan. By making the body round, any 
force that an opponent applies is instantly distributed throughout the entire body and the body as 
a whole responds at once. When you can do that, the opponent is unable to feel you and thus 
unable to contact you. Unable to contact you, the opponent is not able to issue force into you. 
 
This is a nice example of how Zheng’s images don’t actually describe the mechanical reality of 
taijiquan interactions but serve as valuable visualizations for practitioners. Taijiquan players don’t 
hold their bodies in rigid spherical shapes: to do that would involve rigidity and tension and would 
limit the ways a player can respond to incoming force. Instead, our postural model is closer to a 
mobile or suspended tensegrity structure where the limbs can move independently while 
maintaining an overall balance and integrity. 
 
However, Zheng is giving us a key visualization: using a feeling of roundness, like a sphere, to 
effortlessly rotate and respond to the opponent’s force without allowing that force to build up on or 
distort any part of the body. By holding this visualization in mind and focusing on roundness, you 
can respond to a partner, offering no resistance and nothing for the other to feel. This is a key 
taijiquan skill: the skill of being “invisible” and not letting the other contact or “touch” you. When 
someone does it skillfully, you feel like they just melt or disappear under your hands, leaving no 
opportunity for applying force. The visualization of a sphere is simple: easier to hold in one’s 
awareness than more complicated visualizations such as a balanced mobile or suspended 
tensegrity structure. 
 
Zheng also casually tosses in a quotation from the Mozi (Book 10, Canon 1, Verse 59): 

圜，⼀中同⻑也 
Roundness means one center, equal distance 

 
The Mozi Classic represents the teachings of Master Mo (Mo-zi).  Mozi was a contemporary of 
Confucius and founded the school of Rationalists or Logicians. The Rationalists were the first 
philosophical school in China to prioritize empirical tests, logical validity, and societal impact in 
evaluating ideas. Mozi describes the criteria for evaluating an argument: 

An argument must be judged on the basis of three tests. What are the three tests? Its 
origin, its confirmability, and its practical applicability. How do we judge it on the basis of 
origins? We do so by comparing the theory with the deeds of the sage kings of antiquity. 
How do we judge its confirmability? We judge it on the basis of what ordinary people attest 
to on the basis of their eyes and ears. How do we judge its practical applicability? We 
judge it by observing whether it would benefit the state and the people when put into 
practice. (Watson) 

 
This particular quote, “one center, equal distance”, is often described as the origin of geometry in 
China. 
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Zheng was certainly deliberate in his choice of Mozi for the first classical reference in this treatise. 
 
One of the major points of philosophical conflict between the Confucian and Mohist schools 
involved how one should treat others in society. The Confucians argued for Graded Love or 
Partiality;   the Mohists for Impartial Caring or Universal Love. 
 
Norden describes the Confucian position: 

One of the doctrines that has been characteristic of Confucianism throughout its history is 
“graded love”. The doctrine of graded love states that one should have greater concern 
for, and has greater ethical obligations toward, those who are bound to one by special 
relationships , such as those between ruler and minister, father and son, husband and 12

wife, elder and younger brother, and between friends. Kongzi [Confucius] expressed his 
commitment to the doctrine of graded love in the following famous passage from the 
Analects: 

The Lord of She said to Kongzi, “Among my people there is one we call ‘Upright 
Gong’. When his father stole a sheep, he reported him to the authorities.” 
Kongzi replied, “Among my people, those we consider ‘upright’ are different from 
this: fathers cover up for their sons, and sons cover up for their fathers. This is 
what it means to be ‘upright’” (Norden, p41) 

 
The Mohists respond to this position saying: 

Suppose there were two people: one who maintains partiality and one who maintains 
impartiality. And so the person who maintains partiality [following Confucius] would say, 
“How can I possibly regard the well-being of my friends as I do my own well-being? How 
can I possibly regard the parents of my friends as I do my own parents?” And so when his 
friends are hungry, the partial person does not feed them. When his friends are cold, he 
does not clothe them. When his friends are ill, he does not nurture them. And when his 
friends die, he does not bury them. This is what the partial person says and what he does. 
 
But, this is not what the impartial person says nor is this how he acts. The impartial 
person [following Mozi] says, “I have heard that in order to be a superior person in the 
world, one must regard the well-being of one’s friends as one regards one’s own 
well-being, one must regard the parents of one’s friends as one regards one’s own 
parents. Only in this way can one be a superior person.” And so when the impartial 
person's friends are hungry, he feeds them. When his friends are cold, he clothes them 
When his friends are ill, he nurtures them. And when his friends die, he buries them. This 
is what the impartial person says and what he does. (Norden, p44) 

 

12 Special relationships are the Confucian standard set of relationships, listed immediately following. 
Note that all the relationships are hierarchical - none are between equals.The last relationship, 
“between friends”, looks equal to us, but the implication was always that one friend would be senior 
and one junior. 
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I find it delightful that Zheng, the Confucian scholar, uses Mozi and the doctrine of Impartial Love 
and Universal Caring to explain to taijiquan practitioners how to deal with incoming force. 
 
 
 
 

球体中之分⼦⼒。 ⼀经运转。便互相牵引。即所谓向⼼⼒与离⼼⼒者也。以上
图。  
Consider the forces on molecules making up a sphere. At soon as [the ball] 
begins to rotate, [those molecules] simultaneously expand and contract relative 
to each other. These are known as centripetal and centrifugal forces. See the 
following diagram.

 
 
 
由⼀中⼼向外发展之⼒。 ⽈离⼼⼒。 由圆周各点向中⼼牵引之⼒。 ⽈向⼼⼒。 
两⼒得能相等。不然则不得成圆形矣。  
The force of expansion from the center outward is called “centrifugal force”. The 
force of contraction from the circumference towards the center is called 
“centripetal force”. [In a rotating ball], both these forces must achieve balance, 
otherwise [the ball] will not be able to have a round shape!  
 
例如以⽯或铁。系乎绳之⼀端。⼜⼀端执乎⼿。荡⽽掷之为圆圈。 ⼿之所执为中
⼼。铁⽯受掷之⼒向外。 ⽈离⼼⼒。 因绳牵引之⼒向内。⽈向⼼⼒。此时绳虽弱
质。 则别⻅有紧张之⽓势。 其⽓势之强弱。 视其运转之迟速为推移。 此即太极
拳推⼿。所谓似拉锯式之较⼿也。 
For example, consider tieing a stone or piece of iron on one end of a cord and 
holding the other end in your hand. Swing and throw the cord in a circle with the 
position of your hand acting as the center of the circle. The stone receives the 
outward force of the throw. This is called centrifugal force. And the resulting 
inward force drawing in the cord is called centripetal force. In this situation, even 
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if the rope is weak, we clearly see that the rope has a disposition of energy from 
the tension. This disposition of energy is determined by the speed of rotation. 
This is what Taijiquan Push Hands calls “two person saw” style of comparing 
hands. 

Discussion 

 
In this section, Zheng is using the standard meanings of centripetal (向⼼⼒,  xiangxinli ) and 
centrifugal (离⼼⼒ , lixinli ) force. These forces only appear when there’s rotation and as Zheng 
says, the force is determined by the speed of the rotation (along with the weight of the rock at the 
end of the rope and the length of the rope). The force is not dependent on the strength of the 
rope, although at some point, with increasing speed and a weak rope, the rope would break. 
 
Zheng describes the rope as weak and mentions “two person saw style” push hands. Two person 
saw style push hands is explained further in Zheng’s 13’th Treatise  Oral Secrets . Oral teaching 
#6 states that Grasp Sparrow’s Tail is like working a two person saw and uses that analogy to 
emphasize the need to listen and follow the opponent’s motions. This is necessary both to create 
the conditions for yielding and neutralizing ( zou  and  hua , discussed by Zheng more below) and to 
receive and return the opponent’s force.  
 
Oral teaching #12 on “Using 4 ounces to adjust 1000 pounds” contrasts using 4 ounces of force 
to lead an ox around via a weak rope through its nose vs. trying to budge a 1000 pound stone 
horse by tugging on a rope attached to the stone horse. 
 
Zheng references “comparing hands” (较⼿,  jiao shou ) as well as “push hands” or  tuishou . 
Tuishou , as originally formulated, is a practice based on two person partner exercises and drills, 
intended to develop specific taijiquan skills. “Comparing hands” in Zheng’s words has an 
implication of a contest or test between two practitioners. In the current day,  tuishou  or “push 
hands” has often come to take on that meaning: referencing a sportive competition or a way for 
practitioners of different styles to test each other’s skill.  
 

倘我所得受向⼼⼒较⼤。⽽还之以离⼼⼒亦⼤。然我所得受之向⼼⼒虽⼤。却得运

⽽去之。此我得体圆之效⽤也。  
Suppose I have to receive a large incoming force . I then respond using an 13

equally large outgoing force. By doing so, even as I have to receive a large 
incoming force, I repulse it, achieve movement, and go forward towards the 
opponent. Thus, I achieve the usefulness of roundness in the body. 
 
但还之以离⼼⼒。则彼不能运⽽去之。 必弹出寻丈之外。此单于向⼼⼒。 离⼼

13 See discussion below. Zheng uses the same term here for centripetal force that he used above, but 
now does not appear to actually mean centripetal force. 
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⼒。 两点⽽⾔。 
Simply by returning [the incoming force] using outgoing force, the opponent 
cannot move and repulse [the force I return]. The opponent is then expelled and 
thrown a great distance away . These are two points regarding incoming force 14

and outgoing force. 
 

Discussion 

 
Zheng uses the same terms in these two paragraphs, 向⼼⼒,  xiangxinli  and 离⼼⼒ , lixinli,  as he 
does in the previous paragraphs. Here however, he seems to be referring to incoming and 
outgoing force, not centripetal and centrifugal force since he’s no longer talking about spinning or 
rotating.  As physics jargon,  向⼼⼒,  xiangxinli  and 离⼼⼒ , lixinli  refer to what we call centripetal 
and centrifugal force. Literally, the two terms mean towards-center-force and 
away-from-center-force and that seems to be the sense in which Zheng is using them here. 
Given his clear initial description of centripetal and centrifugal force, he clearly understands what 
those terms mean. So, it’s unclear why he suddenly changes meanings here: is he leaving out a 
mention of an implied rotation (he does say he’s describing the application of roundness), is he 
confused by the literal vs. technical meanings of the terms he’s using, does he not think the 
distinction is important? In the interest of clarity, I’ve translated  xiangxinli  and  lixinli  as centripetal 
and centrifugal or as incoming and outgoing force depending on what appears to be his meaning 
-- it’s just too confusing to use centripetal and centrifugal in situations where those terms don’t 
actually apply. 
 
To compound the confusion, it’s in the situation of rotation and centripetal/centrifugal forces where 
the two forces need to be balanced. If you spin a rock on a rope, the tension on the rope will 
exactly balance the outgoing/centrifugal force on the rock. If the force on the rock is larger than 
the tension in the rope, then the rope gets pulled out of your hand. If the force on the rock is less 
than the tension in the rope, the rock doesn’t spin, but falls to the ground. So, we really need the 
rotating / spinning situation to achieve the balance between incoming and outgoing force. 
 
Since Zheng doesn’t talk about rotation, he seems to be talking about meeting force with force: 
matching the opponent’s incoming force with an equal outgoing force of your own. This is a major 
error in taijiquan: instead we’re taught to redirect the opponent’s force so that it doesn’t land on us 
and we don’t need to meet it. Zheng just talked about this above when he discussed using 
roundness so that the opponent can’t feel us and can’t contact us. 
 
He wraps the discussion up by saying he’s covered two points about towards-center force and 
away-from-center force. It appears the two points are 

14 Great distance is 寻丈,  xun zhang .  Xun  and  zhang  are ancient distance measures, each equal to 
about 10 feet. ( xun  is 8  chi ,  zhang  is 10  chi.  One  chi  was a little over 1 foot.) Together, they just mean 
a long way. Few would quibble about the differences between a push that threw someone 8-1/2 feet vs 
one that threw them 10 feet. 
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1) Achieving the usefulness of roundness by matching an incoming force from the opponent 
with your outgoing force. Thereby repulsing that incoming force and advancing towards 
the opponent. 

2) Causing the opponent to be unable to avoid your returned outgoing force. Thereby 
throwing the opponent a great distance. 

 
 

亦仅⻅圆⼒作⽤之⼀斑⽿。此外圆中⼜有⽅之作⽤。包含⽆量数之等边三⻆形。三

⻆者。实为构成圆形之基本形体。 图如左。  
The application of circular force is just one of a number of rarely seen skills. 
There is also the function of “on the outside, the circle; contained within, the 
square”. A circle contains an uncountable number of equilateral  triangles. 15

Triangles truly are the fundamental form and structure  for round shapes. See 16

the following diagram. 

 
 

Discussion 

Zheng transitions here to a lengthy discussion of circles and triangles, used in defending and in 
attacking. He starts by referencing a common motif of the circle and the square and then 
immediately moves to discussing circles and triangles, never returning to the square. I suspect he 
mentions the circle and square just to place this whole discussion in the context of the classical 
circle/square paradigm. As educated readers, he expects us to recognize that paradigm. 
 

15 Here Zheng references equilateral triangles, further down he switches to isosceles triangles. In 
neither case does he talk about the importance of the triangle having all three sides (equilateral) or two 
sides (isosceles) the same length. And many of his illustrations are of triangles that are not equilateral 
or isosceles. I suspect he’s just using equilateral and isosceles as intensifiers: *really triangular* 
triangles. 
16 Form and structure is 形体,  xingti , which references a physique or body shape.It’s also a technical 
term in calligraphy meaning the forms (shapes) and structure of calligraphic characters. Given Zheng’s 
background in calligraphy, I think he intends this meaning. 
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Square is ⽅,  fang .  Fang  references a square but also means references straight lines, edges of 
shapes, orderly arrangements, and following the rules.  Circle or Round is 圓,  yuan . It has 
implications of openness and freedom. 
 
We find the contrast between the circle and the square in the Daoist text attributed to Zhuangzi. 
Zhuangzi puts words in Confucius’s mouth, describing Daoist sages as being outside the  fang 
and Confucians as inside the  fang :  

“Such men as they [Daoist sages],” said Confucius, “wander beyond the realm [lit, outside 
the square /  fang ]; men like me wander within it. Beyond and within can never meet... Idly 
they roam beyond the dust and dirt; they wander free and easy in the service of  wu-wei . 
Why should they fret and fuss about the ceremonies of the vulgar world and make a 
display for the ears and eyes of the common herd?” (Zhuangzi 6,  Great and Venerable 
Teacher , Watson trans) 
 

 
The circle and square are also references to Heaven and Earth: Heaven is circular, Earth square. 
The Chinese coin with a square hole is a cultural reference to this pair:  

 17

 
The  Huainanzi , an early Daoist text, describes Heaven and Earth as the circle and the square. 
Huainanzi, chapter 3, verse 2: 

天道⽈圓，地道⽈⽅。⽅者主幽，圓者主明。明者，吐氣者也，是故⽕⽈外景；幽者，含

氣者也，是故⽔⽈內景。吐氣者施，含氣者化，是故陽施陰化 
The Way of Heaven is called Round 
The Way of Earth is called Square 
The square governs the obscure; 
The circle governs the bright. 
The bright emits qi and for this reason, fire is the external brilliance of the sun; 
The obscure sucks in qi and for this reason, water is the internal luminosity of the moon. 
Emitted qi endows; 
Retained qi transforms. 
Thus yang endows and yin transforms 

17 Image from  http://scm-straight-curved.blogspot.com/2010/11/round-sky-and-square-earth.html . 
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(trans by Major, et. al. ) 
 
As an aside, the diagram Zheng includes is rather strange. In his discussion below, he mostly 
describes embedded triangles with their points aimed outwards in a circle. Only the leftmost of his 
three pictures shows triangles in this orientation. And the picture on the right doesn’t actually 
show any triangles, just slices of the circle.I think he must intend to show how many different 
arrangements of triangles could be accommodated inside a circle. 
 

圆之作⽤。 与其所包含之三⻆形。 极有关系。 在物理。如圆锥体。螺旋钉之发明
是也。于此可⻅圆之物体。 不仅坚固。不易被外⼒摧毁之消极守势作⽤⽽已。 
The function of roundness is supported by the triangles contained within. 
Ultimately, this has connections to physics as illustrated by conical shapes such 
as screws and nails. Thus it is clear that a material body via roundness becomes 
not only sturdy but also achieves the function of passive defence which makes it 
difficult for external forces to destroy it. That is all! 

 
且能以其所包含之⽆量数三⻆形体。 随处可以取积极攻势之能⼒。如令其旋转向
前攻击。则⽆⼀分⼀厘之⾯积。 ⾮积极攻击之作⽤。 
In addition, because a round body contains uncountable triangles, any point on 
the body has the capacity of actively attacking. As the situation requires, it can 
rotate, advancing forward to attack. Thus, no point, not one fraction of a 
millimeter , on the body’s surface lacks the function of actively attacking. 18

 
譬如拍乒乓球。 对⽅如以旋转之球势进攻。应之者不如其法。则攻势不可当也。 
必致失败。 应之者不如其法。即包含⽆量数三⻆形之作⽤故也。 
For example, consider a racket and ping pong ball, If the opponent attacks you 
with a power like that of the spinning ball and your response is not according to 
the method (described here), then the attack is irresistible and necessarily 
results in your defeat. This is because the (spinning ball) attack is launched from 
a close distance and with speed and so contains the function of uncountable 
triangles. 

 
太极拳于上述之圆形。 所包含⽆量数三⻆形之作⽤最多。⽽其效⽤最为显著。以
其效法于圆。 ⾮真实如球体也。  
Taijiquan with its round shape as discussed above represents the peak of the 
usefulness of containing uncountable numbers of triangles. As a result, its 
applicability is extremely remarkable. However, taijiquan actually uses the model 
of a circle, not really a spherical shape. 

18 Literally, not one  li , 厘. A  li  is 1/1000 of a  chi  or about 1/3 mm. 
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其⽤守势者。 取法于圆。其⽤攻势。 则⽆处⾮三⻆形。并且⽆⼀分⼀厘⾮三⻆形
旋转式之攻势也。以之攻击于敌体。 则万难逃遁者。以此故也。 
To use taijiquan for defense, follow the model of the circle. To use it for attack, 
then any point can be the tip of a triangle . Furthermore, not one point or one 19

fraction of a millimeter is unable to attack using the shape of a turning triangle. 
Thus, if you base your attack at the enemy’s body (on these rotating triangles), it 
is extremely difficult for the enemy to escape. 
 
 
进⽽⾔之。 其取攻击者。 有时尤可以超过圆形之作⽤者。忽⼀变⽽为等腰三⻆形
者。 其作⽤之变化尤⼴。攻势尤猛。然犹不出其圆体范围以外也。图如左。 
Those at higher levels, beyond what was just described, can attack by using 
their outstanding ability to, at the right time, surpass the function of the circle. 
Suddenly making one change and acting as an isosceles triangle. The 
applicability of neutralizing is outstandingly vast. Such an attack (suddenly 
manifesting a triangle) is extremely fierce, but nonetheless does not move 
beyond the scope of the form of the circle. See the following diagram. 
 

 
 

 
于此可⻅太极拳。 ⽆施⾮攻。 ⽆处⾮守。即所谓⾛即是发。 发即是⾛。寓积极于
消极之中。彼不知我。 我独知⼈。 英雄所向⽆敌。此之谓乎!  
These diagrams make it clear that in taijiquan, every action is an attack and 
every point is a defense . This is what is meant by the saying(s): “To yield ( zou ) 20

is to issue ( fa ), to issue is to yield”. Contain the positive (attack) within the center 
of the negative (defense). And “The opponent does not know me; I alone know 
the opponent. [Then I become] an invincible hero.” This (diagram and 
discussion) is the meaning of these sayings. 

19 Literally, no point is not the tip of a triangle. 
20 Literally, no action not attack, no point not defense. 
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Discussion 

This section covers how practitioners can use roundness and embedded triangles to unify 
defense and attack. Zheng describes roundness as enabling “passive defense”: the attack just 
sets you in motion and then rolls off you without you having to actively respond in any way. As 
your round shape turns, you can manifest the sharp tip of a triangle and use this for attack. For 
me, this has been one of the most useful images from this treatise in my own practice. 
 
In the last paragraph, Zheng appears to quote 3 oral teachings: 

● To yield is to issue. To issue is to yield. 
● Contain the positive within the center of the negative 
● The opponent does not know me, I alone know the opponent. Then I become an invincible 

here. 
 
I’ve only been able to find the 3rd quote in the Taijiquan Classics. The first quote is very close to 
lines from the  Exposition of Insights  and while the second quote is evocative, I haven’t been able 
to find it or anything similar anywhere besides in Zheng’s writing. 
 
Yielding or going-with (⾛,  zou ) is one of the core skills in taijiquan.  Zou  in normal usage means to 
walk, run, or go somewhere. The ideogram ⾛ shows a picture of a person leaning forward.  Zou 
has special meaning in taijiquan as staying with and going along with the opponent’s motion 
rather than either resisting that motion or disconnecting and running away from it.  Zou  is 
frequently translated as “yield” and so I used that here. In my teaching, I tend to say “go-with” 
rather than “yield” to emphasize the active work of going-with rather than the passive, retreating 
implication of yielding.  
 
Taijiquan is sometimes criticized as being too passive: it’s just yield, yield, yield... Right off the cliff! 
Some practitioners specialize in yielding to the point where they become like ragdolls: all parts 
are disconnected and an opponent can find no place to push. My teacher Maggie Newman 
critiqued the ragdoll approach saying that it makes you very hard to push but it leaves you in 
positions where you can’t return anything back to your partner and have no opportunity to 
discharge. 
 
On the flip side, some practitioners are overly aggressive: always seeking to push without 
protecting themselves and being able to respond to the partner. 
 
I think Zheng is addressing these errors by telling us there should be no gap or distinction 
between yielding and issuing. To yield is to issue, to discharge correctly is to be able to go with 
the partner. 
 
Zou , going-with, and  hua , neutralizing or transforming, are two closely related skills and are often 
not distinguished. We’ve been taught an oral formula “meet, go-with ( zou ), transform ( hua ), 
discharge ( fa )” describing the components of an ideal taijiquan interaction. When an opponent 
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launches an attack, you must meet and connect to that attack. Common errors are to try to block 
and resist or run from the attack. Once you’ve met the incoming force, you go-with that force. By 
going-with, you are able to change the situation: transforming or neutralizing the incoming force 
and creating an opportunity. As soon as the opportunity presents itself, you return the attack, 
discharging skilled force into the opponent. In this way, yielding naturally becomes issuing. 
 
I haven’t found this exact quote (yielding is issuing, issuing is yielding) in the classics, but the 
Mental Exposition  has a closely related pair of lines: 

收卽是放 
放卽是收 
To receive ( shou ) is to release ( fang ) 
To release is to receive 

 
Shou  (receiving) is to accept the incoming force and is thus essentially the same as yielding. 
Fang  (releasing) is often used as a synonym for  fa  (issuing or discharging).  Zheng discusses 
both of these at length below. 
 
The second quote, containing the positive inside the negative, appears to reference the 
triangle-based attack contained within the rounded defense. This quote certainly sounds like 
something that might be in the taijiquan classics or at least in Daoist or Confucian texts, but I 
haven’t been able to find it. I would welcome input from better educated scholars as I’d love to 
see the larger context for this quote. 
 
The third quote is directly from the taijiquan classics and appears as part of a longer verse in the 
classic attributed to Wang Zongyue 

⼀⽻不能加。 
蠅⾍不能落。 
Even a single feather cannot be added 
And a fly cannot land 
 
⼈不知我。 
我獨知⼈。 
英雄所向無敵。 
The other does not know me 
I alone know the other. 
(Thus, I become) a great hero always invincible. 

 
This is a return to the first point Zheng made in this discussion as he described the use of 
roundness to keep the opponent from being able to even feel, much less contact, you. By moving 
freely and easily, such that neither a feather or fly could touch down on you, you are able to keep 
the opponent from perceiving your motions. And since the attack is contained within the defense, 
you’re able to always succeed in every encounter.  
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以上所述者。圆体以包含⽆量数三⻆形。向外取攻势之作⽤。 倘有时遇正⾯之外
⼒攻陷者。 成向内凹之三⻆形者。其作⽤何如。图如左。 
The discussion above covers the situation where a round body achieves the 
function of attacking by aiming the uncountable number of triangles contained 
within it outwards. Suppose however that we face a situation where the 
external-force attacks from the front and overwhelms our triangles, making a 
triangle face inwards and collapse? See the following diagram. 
 

 
 

适受⽆左右上下偏重之外⼒正⾯攻陷时。 余姑不⾔以左右上下⽽规避之之法。直
⾔受其攻陷。 在太极拳正利⽤其猛袭攻陷。此即易所谓坎陷。 为最险之卦。亦即
以太极名拳之第⼀义也。 
In the situation where an external force attacks head-on and overwhelms (our 
triangles), it is correct to receive (the force) rather than (trying to) turn left or 
right, up or down, or lean or brace. For the moment, I will not speak of any 
method having to with left or right, up or down, evading or dodging. Rather, I say 
bluntly that (you must) receive (the force) and capture it.  The correct  21

application in taijiquan is that the enemy's fierce attack is made into a trap. This 
is what the  Yi Jing  calls  Kan  (the Abyss). It also means the hexagram of Danger 
( Kan  over  Kan , #29) This is the primary reason that the name taiji is correct for 
this art. 

Discussion 

Zheng now discusses the way to respond to a direct head-on attack and says that we need to 
receive the force rather than trying to redirect the force by yielding and turning or responding by 
bracing or resisting. Bracing or resisting would of course be an error in taijiquan. And given a 
head-on attack, trying to redirect it would also require force. Of course, if my skill level is higher 
than the opponent, they’ll actually never be able to launch a head-on attack: their attack will 

21 Correct is 正  zheng : upright, orthodox, correct. The same character as in “body upright”. 
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always miss my center, being to the left or right of my center which makes the rotating yield and 
triangular counter attack Zheng discusses above the correct response. 
 
Nonetheless, if we posit a head-on attack that cannot be yielded to by turning, Zheng tells us the 
correct response is to receive and capture the attack, thereby turning the opponent’s attack into a 
trap. Zheng explains that this response is the very reason that the art is named taiji and uses the 
Yi Jing  to explain this. 22

 
This is a surprising claim. Taiji is the philosophical and cosmic principle of balanced yin-yang, 
integrated opposites, or “non-dual polarity”. And Zheng is telling us the situation of a head-on 
attack and the taijiquan response of receiving that attack in order to turn it into a trap for the 
attacker shows the essence of the art and why non-dual polarity correctly describes that 
essence. 
 
Following his direction, we should look more closely at Hexagram 29, Danger, in the  Yi Jing . The 
Yi Jing  is one of the oldest Chinese texts with much of its core content traditionally ascribed to 
Confucius. It contains multiple other layers of commentary and has evolved on its way to the 
current received text. In the last decades, ancient versions of the  Yi Jing  have been discovered, 
e.g. as part of the Mawangdui discoveries, and much current academic work has been directed 
towards understanding those versions and how they evolved into the current received version. 
However, the version that influenced Zheng is the current received version, and so interesting as 
the older versions are, it’s the received version that’s relevant in understanding Zheng’s thought. 
 
One of the main commentaries on the  Yi Jing  and one that appears to have influenced Zheng is 
from Wang Bi. Wang Bi was a late Han dynasty (~200 CE) commentator on  Yi Jing  and  Dao De 
Jing .  I’ve pulled quotes from the  Yi Jing  and from Wang Bi’s commentary on the water trigram 
( Kan ) and the Danger hexagram (hexagram 29).  In the following, the translations from the  Yi Jing 
are mine and I use Lynn’s translation of the Wang Bi commentary with minor adjustments. 
 
Translating the  Yi Jing  is a task rather beyond me: the text itself is old, using older meanings for 
terms, and very sparse, leaving much to be inferred. To understand and translate it requires 
depths of knowledge and context that I don’t have. However, for our purposes, the existing 
translations are not as useful as working directly with the source text. Legge was one of the first 
translators and his translation is clear and literal, but also reads as archaic today. Of course, it’s 
not surprising that a British cleric working in the 1800s would have produced text that now feels 
old. Wilhelm/Baynes is a standard translation that many of us “grew up with” and is accurate and 
insightful. However, it mixes translated text with interpolated commentary and doesn’t represent 
the text that Zheng would have worked with. Lynn’s translation is misleading and confused. I’ve 
used his Wang Bi translation simply because that’s the text I have for the Wang Bi commentary. 
Shaughnessy has translated the Mawangdui version of the  Yi Jing  but the Mawangdui version 
differs significantly from the received version and so is not what Zheng would have used. And of 

22 The  Yi Jing,  or  I Ching , is the Book of Changes, one of the oldest of the Chinese classics. 
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course there are myriads of popular translations for the english speaking world -- these are of 
more use to people in applying the  Yi Jing  to their lives than in understanding the text as Zheng 
saw it. So, making the best of a situation I’m not really qualified for, I’ve translated some of the 
relevant passages and updated Lynn’s Wang Bi translation to address some of its shortcomings.  
 
Hexagram 29 is ䷜ made up of two Water trigrams ☵, one over the other. The Water trigram is 
named  Kan  坎 which means sinkhole, pit, or abyss. Interestingly, the middle quote above that I 
haven’t been able to source, “the positive is contained within the negative”, matches the  Kan 
trigram which has a yang, positive, line in the center with two yin, negative, lines around it. 
 
The  Shuo Gua  or  Explaining the Trigrams,  part of the Ten Wings commentary on the core Yijing, 
discusses each of the trigrams. The Water trigram,  Kan,  is described as 

Kan  [Abyss] is water, is irrigation canals and ditches, is secret and hidden, can both 
straighten and bend.  

 
Explaining the Trigrams  continues to say 

Kan  means water. It is the trigram of due north. It is the trigram of toil. It is the place to 
which the myriad things return.  

 
Hexagram 29 is called Danger. Older versions such as in Wang Bi’s commentary called it  Xi Kan , 
The Constant Abyss or Constant Sinkhole.The primary  Yi Jing  verses for any hexagram are the 
Judgment, Commentary on the Judgment,  and the Image. The Judgment for the hexagram says 

The Constant Abyss describes a situation where 
Having sincerity, safeguarding the heart-mind ( xin ) prevails. 
Acting accordingly brings success. 

 
Wang Bi’s commentary includes: 

“Abyss” is the name for a dangerous pit and “constant” refers to practicing constantly. 
Within there is prevailing, but one keeps this hidden from without; 
Within there is hardness and strength, but one shows obedience and compliance without. 
Facing danger in this way, action bring success. 

 
The Commentary on the Judgment says 

The Constant Abyss means danger is repeated (i.e. there are multiple dangers). Water 
flows continuously [into a hole] but is not in excess. So, one must face danger and not 
lose faith. That one “prevails by safeguarding the heart-mind” is indicated by firmness in 
the center (the strong yang line in the middle of the trigram).  That “acting accordingly 
brings success” indicates that merit  results from moving forward. The danger  Heaven 23 24

23 功  gong  as in  gong fu : merit, achievement, success from work. 
24 These lines discuss the use of danger or risk as a strategic barrier: a way to preserve or safeguard 
something. In the trigram  Kan , the broken lines surrounding the central solid line represent the dangers 
used to safeguard the center, as well as the risk posed to the center line. 
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poses is not being able to climb high enough.  The danger Earth poses is its landscape25

(i.e. the concrete reality we must deal with). Rulers use danger (barriers to attackers)  to 
protect the state. Great use can be made of the situation described by  Kan !  

 
Wang Bi’s commentary includes, in reference to safeguarding the heart-mind and thus achieving 
success by moving forward, 

One practices constantly in order to deal with the Abyss. Then when one enters a 
situation described by the Abyss, one will be able to gain advantage. This why “moving 
forward” results in success. 
 

The Image says 
Water flows continuously without limit, this is Double  Kan  (the hexagram). 
The  junzi   uses constancy in moral character and in conduct;  26

therefore engaging in practice and teaching 
  
Wang Bi’s commentary on the Image says 

In the situation of danger repeated, practice must not be neglected. Only when one has 
practiced consistently to deal with the Abyss will one be able to avoid failure in perilous 
situations and also remain constant in character and conduct. This is why the  junzi  uses 
the Constant Abyss as a model in order to be “constant in character and conduct, 
engaging in practice and teaching”. 

 
Zheng says that the situation of receiving a head-on attack and converting that attack into a trap 
is the primary reason the art is named “taiji” and uses the  Kan  trigram and the Danger hexagram 
to explain this claim. Taiji represents the principle of balanced yin-yang and non-dual polarity. It 
seems to me that  Kan  is the only trigram that illustrates this. ☰  Qian  representing Heaven and ☷ 
Kun  representing earth form a balanced yin-yang pair together but considered separately 
represent a single one of the two poles. Of the remaining trigrams, only ☵  Kan  (Water) and ☲  Li 
(Fire) show balanced arrangements of yin or broken and yang or solid lines.  Of these two,  Li 
does not represent the art of taijiquan: it has solid or aggressive lines on the outside and a broken 
or receptive line on the inside. This is the exact opposite of what we want to cultivate in taijiquan. 
Kan  represents the taijiquan attitude of receptivity and softness externally with solidity and 
strength internal, as described in the phrase “steel wrapped in cotton”. 
 
The  Yi Jing  passages for the Danger hexagram above further illustrate this.  The word Danger, 险 
xian , contains this very yin-yang balance.  Xian  means danger or risk. It also means barrier or 
protection. The lines above illustrate this: the danger Heaven poses is that it is impossible to rise 
that high; this is also the barrier Heaven uses for safety. The danger Earth poses is the details of 
the landscape that one must overcome; similarly this is the protective barrier for Earth. And rulers 
uses dangers as a barrier to protect the state from attackers. So, just as correct use of taijiquan 

25 Landscape: literally mountains, rivers, hills, and rises. 
26  Junzi  represents the Confucian ideal, the  sage, or person of virtue and noble character. 
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is not yin-then-yang but yin-and-yang, the situation of turning an attack into a trap via the Abyss 
and Danger is not one of receiving the attack and then turning it into a trap. Rather receiving the 
attack is, in the same instant, to make that attack a trap. Attack-and-trap, not attack-then-trap. 
This is similar to the lines Zheng quotes about saying “to yield is to issue; to issue is to yield.” 
 
Commentary on the hexagram emphasizes the importance of practice and of dealing with the 
Abyss while maintaining correct moral character and behavior. By doing so, one is able to “move 
forward” when in a situation described by the Constant Abyss. Common mistakes made by 
taijiquan practitioners include waiting or being passive in the face of an attack or distorting the 
body and shape when trying to deal with incoming force. Passivity in the face of an attack is not 
“moving forward” and does not result in success. Distorting the body and shape is not 
“maintaining correct character and behavior” and also is not the right response. 
 
Zheng tells us that only by truly using the power of the Abyss, able to absorb any incoming force 
while remaining hidden and secret and serving as the place the myriad things return to, are we 
able to deal with Danger and successfully move forward. He continues to explain in the next 
section. 
 

其义将攻陷之外⼒。使其落空。敌知已落空陷中。⾮即反⾝逃遁不可。际其欲抽⾝

时。即以我之腹部吸⼒。⼀变⽽为攻发之⼒。此即拳论所谓提放。放即发也。⽽复

为圆形。则敌不及措⼿。已弹出于寻丈之外矣。太极拳之特⻓即在此。所谓发劲是

也。 
The proper use is overcoming external force by making it fall into emptiness. 
Once, the enemy realizes he’s already in the trap, having fallen into emptiness 
and it would be wrong to continue approaching, he turns his body around, 
attempting to escape. At that moment, the instant he wants to withdraw his body, 
I absorb his force with my abdomen. One change and (I) attack with the force of 
issuing ( fa ). This is what the boxing manual calls  ti-fang .  Fang  is to  fa , that is all. 
And again become round in shape. Then the enemy gets an inferior hand 
position (i.e., is unable to handle the counter-attack) and is thrown a great 
distance! This is taijiquan's specialty. It is also called  fa-jin . 
 
反是则为⾛。⼜谓之化；⾛者。 急转。化转。化者。缓转。其转则⼀也。 图如左。 
The counter is yielding ( zou ), also called transforming/neutralizing ( hua ). 
Yielding involves a rapid turn.  Hua  also involves turning and uses a gradual turn. 
The rule for turning is the same (for both yielding and transforming). See the 
following diagram: 
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Discussion 

In these paragraphs, Zheng describes using “leading so the opponent falls into emptiness” in 
order to convert an attack to a trap, how after trapping the opponent, one counter--attacks  with 
ti-fang , and then describes how, in turn, to counter a  ti-fang  attack. 
 
“Fall into emptiness” occurs in the Pushing Hands Song as part of the Taijiquan Classics and also 
in the description of  Lu , Rollback, in the Oral Secrets of the Eight Methods . The Pushing Hands 27

Song includes the following line which is very similar to what Zheng writes above: 
引进落空合即出 
Leading (the opponent forward) to fall into emptiness, unite and immediately throw 

 
When I started studying in the 1980s,  ti-fang  was the only technique for pushing or throwing that 
was given a name. In Push Hands, we “pushed” our partners and sometimes were able to 
execute the “ ti-fang”  technique. The term  fa-jin  or issuing skilled taijiquan force to throw a partner 
was not in vogue in the US at the time. Later on, especially in recent years,  fa-jin  has been the 
staple of many discussions and the ability to execute dramatic forceful uproots and throws with 
minimal apparent movement on the part of the pusher has featured heavily in the workshop circuit 
and in marketing for teachers. Some have gone so far as to suggest that other teachers, possibly 
perceived as in competition, lack the ability to  fa-jin  and have devised various tests to verify 
whether a practitioner’s discharge is real  fa-jin  or simply use of crude force. And we’ve since 
learned that  fa-jin  is a generic term of art for multiple martials arts and that many arts train various 
ways to release energy that they term  fa-jin . 
 
I came to wonder whether  ti-fang  was just a term used in Zheng’s New York school as a synonym 
for  fa-jin . Perhaps Zheng referred to  ti-fang  as an advanced level of  fajin  and his students, 
working on the basis of impromptu translation, took  ti-fang   as the general term for issuing force 
and valued it because it referenced the most advanced level of issuing force. In this section, 
Zheng actually says  ti-fang  is also called  fa-jin , in which case they would be synonyms. Zheng 
also suggests that there’s something special about Taijiquan’s  fa-jin  that would presumably 
distinguish it from sudden force in other arts. 

27 See  https://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/s/Oral-Secrets-of-the-8-Methods.pdf  
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The specific technique associated with  ti-fang  as it was taught to us by teachers from the New 
York school was described as “withdraw and attack”.  Ti  literally means to lift or raise;  fang  to let 
go, release or send out. E.g., when one releases a bow string to fire an arrow, that release is 
fang.  This is fundamentally different from trying to push an arrow forward towards a target: 
releasing the arrow converts the potential energy stored in the tautness of the bowstring into the 
kinetic energy of the arrow. One would have to push impossibly quickly and strongly to achieve 
the same effect as releasing ( fang ) the bowstring. 
 
The withdraw-attack technique is used when you’re pushing forward and your partner braces or 
resists rather than yielding and going-with your push. At the moment you feel the first bit of 
resistance, you back off. Done skilfully, since the partner is applying force to keep from going 
back, when you remove the incoming pressure, the partner will launch themselves forward even 
if only very slightly, breaking their own root. At this instant, you attack with a definitive push. It’s 
basically a technique based on trickery or manipulation of the partner’s perceptions: make the 
partner feel threatened, which induces them to resist and defend by pushing their body forward, 
remove the incoming pressure and allow the partner to off balance themselves, and then attack. 
Done poorly, the partner will feel the change in pressure and won’t react. Done well, it feels to the 
partner like they just fell forward for no reason and made themselves vulnerable. 
 
I assume Zheng focused on this technique in New York since all of the practitioners I’ve studied 
with who learned in New York include it and some focus almost exclusively on it. But it doesn’t 
seem to have much to do with the literal translation of  ti-fang , lifting and releasing, or the 
description Zheng provides above. And it seems overblown to understand this particular 
withdraw-attack technique as being “Taijiquan’s specialty” and the core of what distinguishes the 
art from other martial arts. 
 
If we refer to the Taijiquan Classics, we find the following lines about  ti-fang  in the  Exposition of 
Insights 

極柔軟。然後極堅剛。 
能呼吸。然後能靈活。 
From the extreme of softness comes the extreme of hardness. 
From the skill of breathing comes the skill of  linghuo  (spirited and alive). 28

 
吸爲提爲收。  
呼爲沈爲放。 
Breathing in enables lifting ( ti ) and receiving. 
Breathing out enables sinking and releasing ( fang ) 
 
此呼吸乃先天之呼吸。 

28  Ling  and  huo  are two of the Yang Family Eight Words. See: 
https://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/8wordformula  
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與後天之呼吸相反。 
故能提得⼈起。放得⼈出。 
This breathing is  xiantian  (pre-heaven)  breathing 
Houtian  (post-heaven) breathing is the opposite of this.  
Therefore if one is able to lift ( ti ), one will achieve making the opponent rise; 
And if one is able to release ( fang ), one will achieve throwing the opponent.  

 
I think these lines, which Zheng assumed any reader would be familiar with, may give us the key 
for understanding his description of  ti-fang  and are certainly far beyond any single technique such 
as “withdraw-attack”. 
 
First,  ti-fang  is intimately connected to skill with the breath. (These lines are actually the only 
place in the Taijiquan Classics where breath is explicitly discussed.) Pre-heaven breathing is 
abdominal breathing where as the diaphragm engages and drops to draw air in, the abdomen 
expands, and as the diaphragm relaxes and rises to send air out, the abdomen also relaxes and 
contracts. This is opposed to other post-heaven styles of breathing such as the common chest 
breathing or reverse breathing where the abdomen is also tightened as the diaphragm engages 
and lowers. 
 
Zheng references the breath when he says that as the opponent attempts to turn around and get 
out of the trap, “I absorb his force with my abdomen”. The word  吸  xi  explicitly means to inhale as 
well as to absorb or attract. So, this line could be translated as “when the opponent attempts to 
escape, I inhale his force into my belly”. 
 
The correlation of inhaling with lifting and receiving and exhaling with sinking and releasing 
addresses errors I find myself and others making when trying to execute  ti-fang  or  fa-jin . In the 
withdraw-attack technique, when I feel my opponent’s resistance and want to withdraw in order to 
break their root, I frequently sink and disconnect. This telegraphs my intent to the opponent and 
makes it easy for them to avoid being caught. The  Exposition of Insights  tells us that this is 
exactly wrong: I’m not receiving the opponent’s force and lifting, rather I’m sinking and letting go. 
 
Similarly, when trying to take in an opponent’s force and allow that force to fall into emptiness, I 
often sink and disconnect. Again, this is exactly wrong. By sinking and releasing, I am not 
receiving the opponent’s force and instead of sending that force into emptiness , I am sending it 29

towards the fullness of ground and my root. As a result, I am unable to “receive” that force. 
 
The other half of the process is actually issuing force and throwing the opponent. As I look at 
“ fa-jin”  in other arts and as I look at failed attempts to issue force in my own practice and that of 
my fellow Taijiquan practitioners, I see the opposite of sinking and releasing to issue force. Many 

29 空  kong  means emptiness, void, or space. We’ve been instructed to “yield into space” which appears 
to be an alternate translation for “allow other’s force to fall into emptiness”. In Daoist cosmology,  kong 
is associated with a return to Heaven and underlying reality. So, taking the force down into the ground 
is the exact opposite of allowing it to fall into the void and return to Heaven. 
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people rise and contract when trying to push. This again is exactly wrong according to the 
Exposition of Insights . Of course, that doesn’t mean it’s wrong for other arts but it does point to an 
error for Taijiquan practitioners and serves to distinguish Taijiquan’s  fa-jin  or  ti-fang  from the way 
other arts issue force. 
 
Zheng finishes this section by talking about the counter to a  fa-jin  or  ti-fang  attack and tells us to 
either yield/go-with ( zou ) or neutralize/transform ( hua ). As he describes it here, the difference 
between  zou  and  hua  is the speed with which one rotates. I found this surprising since I think of 
yielding and going-with as something that doesn’t redirect or change the incoming force and 
neutralizing and transforming as a way to change the situation. 
 
The illustration clarifies this. In looking at the illustration, remember that Chinese writing goes 
top-to-bottom and right-to-left. So, when the two terms  zuo  and  hua  are illustrated, the first ( zuo ) 
appears on the right side and the second ( hua ) is on the left. In the illustration for  zuo , the 
incoming force glances along the side of my circular body. This results in a faster spinning of the 
entire body. And as shown, does not change the incoming force: it continues along its previous 
path and just misses me. 
 
In the illustration for  hua , the incoming force is more closely directed at my center and penetrates 
deeper into my circular body. Note that the illustration shows me redirecting and transforming that 
incoming force so it is headed around my center and in a different direction that it began. 
Because the force comes closer to my center, I spin more slowly and subtly.  
 
Basically, going-with and yielding is sufficient to deal with a glancing force that misses me and 
neutralizing and transforming is needed to deal with a more threatening force aimed at my center. 
 

将受攻之点。 稍⼀⾛化。 其外⼒⾃然滑脱⽽化去矣。同时将对⽅之⼒才⼀化去。
则⽆量数之三⻆轮转。 ⻆⻆即为攻击。即所谓化即是打。 ⾛即是打也。 打即发劲
之发也。 反此。 则⽤劲以攻⼈发⼈何如。 图如左。 
When about to receive the point of an attack, perform a slight yield or neutralize. 
You can then naturally escape from the opponent’s external force, exhausting 
and removing it! Simultaneously, as you handle the opponent’s force and 
exhaust and remove it, the uncountable number of triangles rotate and their 
points immediately serve to attack. This is what is meant by the sayings “To 
neutralize ( hua ) is to strike ( da )” and “To yield ( zuo ) is to strike ( da )”. Striking 
means the discharge ( fa ) of  fa-jin . How do you use  jin  to immediately reverse 
and attack the opponent with a discharge ( fa )? See the following diagrams. 
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Discussion 

The best I can do with these diagrams is to understand them as showing multiple different angles 
of attack, each of which is aimed directly at the opponent’s center. 

 
发劲。 则必于⼈⾝整个重⼼中。 觅得⼀线之劲。即如球体之物理上⽤⼒⽅⾯。须
通过中⼼之直线前进。 则球体不及旋转。势必如放箭及⼦弹之能穿过之类。此即
太极拳发劲之原则。 若令⾼跃或平跃⽽出。以及下跌。皆视其直线之所在。应⼼
⽽发。未有不得⼿者。  
To  fa-jin , you must search for and achieve  jin  on one line through the exact 
center of gravity of the opponent’s body. This is similar to the physics of applying 
force to one side of a sphere. (The force) must pass along a straight line through 
the sphere’s center of gravity in order to move the sphere. This keeps the 
sphere from turning (and thus deflecting the force). (Doing so) you inevitably 
achieve the skill of penetrating (the opponent’s defense) and releasing ( fang ) 
like releasing an arrow or a bullet . This is principle of  fa-jin  in taijiquan. 30

Whether you want to throw the opponent a great distance or a small distance, or 
drop the opponent to the ground, everything relies on (finding) the place for the 
straight line. Aim at [the opponent’s] heart (center) and discharge ( fa ). Without 
this, you won’t succeed. 
 
吾师澄甫。每每告余⽈。 发劲须找到⼀直线。⽅可发。发时如放箭似的。 是⾔已
穷发劲之能事。  
Mu teacher Chengfu often instructed me, saying “To  fa-jin  you must find a single 
straight line. If you can release ( fang ), you can discharge ( fa ). At the moment of 

30 Note that  fang  is used to describe the actions of “firing” an arrow or a bullet. However, on a physical 
level, these two are very different. Firing an arrow is done by releasing the bow string and converting 
the potential energy in the tautness of the string into kinetic energy of the arrow. Firing a bullet is done 
by igniting gunpowder and creating an explosion within the gun. This explosion is basically a fast and 
powerful push which propels the bullet forward. So, while the two actions appear similar to us, one is 
actually a release and the other is not. 
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discharge. it is the same as releasing ( fang ) an arrow.” These words completely 
describe the special skill of  fa-jin . 
 
惟此直线其理易明。欲⽤之者。 然⾮参透及经验者。未易得⼼。 
学者须于此处着⼒。  勉之。 
This principle of using a straight line is easy to understand. However, for those 
who desire the application, it is not easy to achieve the heart (of the principle) 
without thorough understanding and experience. Students must exert 
themselves towards this point. Work on it! 

Discussion 

This whole section is actually the closest Zheng comes to describing the internal mechanics of 
fa-jin : 

● It involves receiving income force, thus exhausting and removing that force. You do this 
by yielding or neutralizing, sending the force into emptiness. 

● Yielding and neutralizing involve turning. Turning lets you bring the points of your internal 
triangles to bear on the opponent. 

● You must aim directly at the opponent’s center. Direct your force along a line going right 
through that center. 

● The release of force is like releasing an arrow. This means there’s an internal tautness 
that holds potential energy and you release that tautness to launch the force through the 
tip of one of your triangles and right through the opponent’s center. 

● Release involves letting go, like letting go of the bow string, and sinking. 
● Students may understand this intellectually. But, that doesn’t replace the need for 

significant exertion, practice, and experience.  
 
As Zheng says, work on it! 
 

或⽈。 以上所述各点之原理。 既知之矣。 设有⼈⼒⼤如⽜。 猛如⻁。 狠如⽺。
贪如狼者。 其⼀发攻势。 不顾⼀切。 如闪电似的。⼀飚⽽⾄。则迅雷不及掩⽿。
其将奈何。  
Some say: “The understanding described above of all the details of the 
principles is complete! But, suppose the opponent (attacks with) great force like 
an ox, is fierce like a tiger, relentless like a ram, and insatiable like a wolf. If such 
an opponent attacks with one discharge, without any regard (for consequences), 
attacking with the power of lightning and whirlwinds, sudden as a clap of 
thunder, how do you handle that?” 
 
⽈。 此问诚为切要。 余以上述各点。 正所以掣贪猛如此者。 ⽐击⿏⾸狐顾者尤
易易⽿。余以上述各点。 正所以掣贪猛如此者。 ⽐击⿏⾸狐顾者尤易易⽿。其法
皆已俱备于上。 不赘。 其理余再从⽽申述之。 
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I reply “This question indeed is very important. In the points discussed above, I 
described the correct way to deal with those who attack fiercely and insatiably. 
Compared to the attack of a mouse chief or a fox, on the contrary those who 
[launch fierce attacks] are much easier to handle.  Use the method already 
described above. Nothing more is needed.” I again explain in detail the principle 
of this method. 

Discussion 

I love the question posed by the presumed interlocutor, the only thing Zheng left out was a final 
“so, what about that? Huh? Huh?” 
 
In Zheng’s answer, he contrasts a fierce frontal attack to an attack launched by a mouse chief or 
by a fox. Presumably such attacks are more stealthy and subtle than the head-on attack. I’m 
reminded of an oral saying attributed to the Yangs: “When I see my opponent’s fist, I smile”. The 
implication is that once we see the incoming attack, we can deal with it. It’s the sneaky attacks 
from a mouse chief or fox that are much more worrisome than the fierce and insatiable attack of a 
tiger or wolf, or the overwhelming strength in an attack by an ox or a ram. 
 

球形之体积。其所占之空间。⽐任何同等⾯积之形体为⼤。 其急袭者。不能出乎
⼆要素。⼀即空间。 ⼀即时间。其速度与效能。 若不能把握时间与空间者。 
Consider a sphere’s volume: the space it occupies is larger than [that occupied 
by] any other shape with the same surface area . If the opponent attacks 31

suddenly, they still cannot go beyond two fundamental factors: One is space; 
one is time. The speed of the attack supports its effectiveness for one who is not 
able to grasp how time supports space. 
 
其急袭者。正如俗所谓。送⾁上钩。其所欲得者。适得其反。⾃取其速亡也。⽈。 
何也。⽈。 强弩之末。不能穿鲁缟。 此空间之限制。 亦即时间之延⻓也。 
The one who attacks suddenly is exactly described by the saying “offering meat, 
taking the bait”. In trying to obtain the desired position, the attacker gets the 
opposite of what they wanted. In effect, choosing a quick defeat on their own. 
You ask: Why? I say:  “An arrow at the end of its flight cannot even pierce 
Shandong silk”. This is the limit of space. And it also represents the lengthening 
of time. 

 
此圆形独占⾯积及空间之⼴且⼤。即令其速度与以空间及时间之延⻓。其效能因之

⽽损失。  
This round shape [the sphere Zheng started this discussion with] occupies an 

31 I.e., a sphere is the shape that maximizes volume for a given surface area. We often express this 
idea in an inverted fashion: a sphere has the minimum surface area of any shape the same volume. 
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area corresponding to the vastness and largeness of its volume. Even if the 
attack is fast, [the sphere] supports it using space and matching it with 
lengthening of time. Despite the efficacy [of the speedy attack], this leads to 
defeat! 

Discussion 

In describing a swift attack, Zheng says that it’s effective only for one who doesn’t grasp how time 
supports space. It’s not clear if the one who doesn’t understand this is the attacker or the 
defender. And I can make a pretty good case on both sides. If the attacker doesn’t understand 
the interplay of time and space, then their only hope for an effective attack is to launch a swift 
attack. One who does understand the interplay would have more options. Equally, if the defender 
doesn’t understand how to use time and space, then they become vulnerable to a sudden swift 
attack. 
 
In explaining how one can use time and space to defend against a swift attack, Zheng points to 
the “limits of space” and the “lengthening of time” and provides a quote “An arrow at the end of its 
flight cannot even pierce Shandong silk”. Shandong province is famous for its silk, often praised 
for its fine and gauzy character and used in fancy clothes such as wedding dresses. Such silk 
would be easy to pierce unless the force of the arrow were totally exhausted at the end of a flight. 
The quotation itself is from History Classic by Sima Qian (written approx 100 BCE) and the 
biography of Han Chengyu. The full quote is 

且彊弩之极，⼒不能穿鲁缟；  
冲⻛之末 ，⼒不能漂鸿⽑。 
At the end of its flight, an arrow does not have the power to pierce even Shandong silk; 
With the wind rushing at its tip, the arrow does not have power to float even a goose 
feather. 

 
By being expansive and round, you can present the opponent a “vast sphere” and thus force the 
opponent to deal with the limitations of space. By doing so, you lengthen time, making their swift 
attack appear to slow down, with its power exhausted, unable to even pierce a piece of gauzy 
silk. 
 

此即太极拳之主旨。 不予抵抗。⽽予以退让。不与之正冲。 ⽽予以偏避。使其速
度与能⼒稍为摧挫。则以顺势击之。 不费吹⽑之⼒。 则其⾃取摧毁。不及⼀瞬
也。 拳论所谓。牵动四两拨千⽄者。正以是也。 
This is the overarching principle of taijiquan: not using resistance, instead using 
getting out of the way; not using straightforward opposition, instead using 
oblique evasion. Cause the speed and force of the attack to be broken and 
destroyed, even slightly, and then immediately attack the opponent, taking 
advantage of the opportunity. Don’t show any power, not even enough to blow a 
puff of hair. By doing so, you allow   the opponent to invite himself to destruction. 
In just one instant, it’s too late to respond. This is what the boxing manual calls 
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“Leading movement, 4 ounces adjusts 1000 pounds”. This is exactly correct! 

Discussion 

The phrase “4 ounces adjusts 1000 pounds” appears in both the the  Taijiquan Lun  attributed to 
Wang Zongyue and the Pushing Hands Song. This quote includes the initial phrase “leading (the 
opponent’s) movement” which only appears in the Pushing Hands Song. Zheng elaborated on 
this in the 13th Treatise on Oral Secrets  and emphasized the role of “leading” in causing an 32

incoming force of a thousand pounds to be deflected and adjusted using only four ounces. 
 
 

此固⼀证⽿。却尤有进者。  箭何能发百步⽽穿七扎。 
This constitutes but a single proof. However, there is more. Consider how an 
arrow can be shot for 100 paces and then pierce seven bundles. 
 
先由强⼒开⼸⽽箭发。 此为原动⼒。箭⾏速。 产⽣速⼒。以速⼒与动⼒较。则可
能相等。  甚或可能超乎动⼒也。 譬如动⼒为⼀百⽄。所产⽣之速⼒。 则其⼤⼩
或可得为⼆百⽄矣。 
First, the arrow is issued ( fa ) by using great force to draw the bow and release it. 
This is the initial impetus force. The arrow moves at speed and this gives rise to 
its kinetic force. If we compare the kinetic force with the impetus force, then they 
may well be equal. And in fact, the kinetic force might even exceed the force of 
the initial impetus! For example, suppose the force of the initial impetus is 100 
lbs. This produces the kinetic force which may be as much as 200 lbs! 

Discussion 

This is, unfortunately, nonsense from a physics perspective. An arrow does not speed up during 
its flight and the maximum force that the arrow can deliver is at the beginning of the flight not the 
end. It can appear that arrow is speeding up as it leaves the bow because the initial acceleration 
happens so quickly and over such a short distance that we don’t perceive that acceleration until 
the arrow has actually started to cover ground. But, it’s just physical reality that the arrow slows 
down during its flight and reduces the amount of force that can be delivered. If the arrow can 
piece 7 bundles at a distance, it could pierce more bundles at the beginning of the flight. It’s 
particularly ironic that Zheng uses this example immediately following his quotation about a spent 
arrow not being able to pierce even Shandong silk. 
 
Zheng invents some terms here that I’ve rendered as “impetus force” and “kinetic force”. Other 
translators have stumbled over these terms, which is completely understandable since they are 
not standard terms or used in non-standard ways.  
 

● Impetus force is 动⼒  dongli .  Dongli  is used to describe the impetus or motivation of, for 
example, a social movement. As a technical physics term, it means power, or the rate of 

32 See  https://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/chengs-oral-secrets  
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energy expenditure (see terminology comments  above ). In this instance, Zheng does not 
seem to mean work per time or energy per time. So, I’ve used the term “impetus force”.  

● Kinetic force is 速⼒  suli , literally speed + force, or force achieved through speed. 
Colloquially,  suli  just means speed. Here, Zheng appears to be placing more emphasis on 
the force part, so I’ve invented the term “kinetic force”.  

 
I suspect Zheng is trying to explain the situation one encounters when a person is pushed out in 
Push Hands. The partner being thrown can actually accelerate away from the pusher after the 
push is delivered and the pusher is no longer touching the partner. This seems strange and 
demonstrations of such pushes are often criticized as being faked. I’ve experienced this on both 
ends: pushing and being pushed and in neither case was anything faked.  
 
I believe the situation here is more subtle than a simple mechanical process such as firing an 
arrow. Prior to being pushed, a person often loads up their body, creating compression in the legs 
and torso. After the push is delivered, this compression can be released causing the partner to 
spring away and speed up. While some instances may be faked, many times, this is completely 
involuntary. The person pushed was previously relying on their partner to keep the compression 
in legs and torso and when the partner is no longer there, that compression acts as a releasing 
spring moving the partner. The other factor is that the person being pushed may perceive 
themselves falling, with their center of gravity outside their base -- they’re being pushed after all. 
And as an involuntary reaction, the person attempts to move their bodies to get that center of 
gravity back with the base. This can result in the person throwing themselves away, chasing that 
center of gravity. You see this in the demonstrations where a person flails backwards after being 
pushed. 
 
In both these cases, the acceleration after the push is created and driven by the person being 
pushed not the pusher. They help themselves to their demise. The marvel of taijiquan push hands 
is creating the physical and perceptual situation that causes a partner to throw themselves away 
from you upon receiving a taijiquan  fa-jin . 
 

设以得⼆百⽄论。则知其⼒与速⽽可得其能矣。击以物理之定律公式。 如左。 
⼒×速×时＝能 
Consider how achieving 200 pounds (of force) is described by theory. From 
knowing the force and speed, we can then determine (the resulting) energy! The 
(power of the) strike is described by the natural-law formulas of physics. See the 
following: 

Force x Speed x Time = Energy 

Discussion 

This formula is actually correct, although we would more often express it in terms of Power rather 
than Force and Energy. Consider a power P, the energy expended per unit of time or amount of 
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work done per unit time. That power is generated as a result of applying a force F on an object 
moving with velocity V. The normal physics formula relating P, F and V is 

P = F * V 
Or the power is the product of the force and the speed of the object being moved.  
 
Since Power is energy or work per time, 
 P = E / t 
Hence 

E / t = F * V 
And 

E = F * V * t 
Which is the formula Zheng gives. 
 

太极拳之所谓牵动四两拨千⽄者。  即以四两之劲。牵动其千⽄之原动能⼒⽿。 所
谓以⼒乘速乘时。 所得者能也。 能既被⼈牵转⽽利⽤之。 何复有⼒与速。之可⾔
哉。 可⻅仅有贪与猛。 不⾜恃也。 
The taijiquan saying “leading the movement, 4 ounces adjusts 1000 pounds” 
refers to this. It means that, according to the formula Force multiplied by Speed 
multiplied by Time results in Energy, using a  jin  of 4 ounces at the source of 
movement, the energy of 1000 pounds can be influenced and led. The 
opponent’s energy is exhausted while I lead them, turning and gaining the 
advantage, thereby reversing their strong force and speed. Thus we can say 
that merely having greed and fierceness is not enough to rely on. 
 
太极拳之⼒。譬如薄于⼀纸⽚。 其对⽅袭击之⼒。譬如⻓江⼤河滚滚⽽来。何以
御之。 
The force ( li ) of Taijiquan is weak while the force of the opponent’s surprise 
attack is strong, like comparing a single scrap of paper to the Yangtze and 
Yellow Rivers , pouring forth in torrents. How do we control the opponent’s 33

attack? 
 
若以正⾯御之。虽千寻铁锁。 不⾜为⽤也。然以⼀纸⽚沿其流。顺其势⽽去之。
则纸⽚⼜何能伤也。虽然。 纸⽚可谓薄弱矣。苟助之以速。 譬置贴于⻢达之轴。 
使其同转。 迨其速度。增⾄每分钟⼆三千转。 此时如纸⽚突然离轴⽽去。 劲⽊遇
之则折。 
If you attempt to handle the attack head on, even if you use a 1000 yard iron 
chain, it won’t be enough. However, if a scrap of paper follows the current of the 

33 The Yangtze and Yellow Rivers, ⻓江⼤河  changjian  and  dahe , are the great rivers mentioned in the 
Taijiquan Classic phrase  taijiquan “is like great rivers flowing ever onward”. It’s interesting to see the 
opponent’s force compared to these rather than the taijiquan player’s force. 
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attack, going along with the momentum and eliminating the attack, then the 
scrap of paper is also able to avoid harm. Even though a scrap of paper may 
seem weak, suppose it is assisted with speed. For example, glue the scrap of 
paper on to the shaft of a motor so that it spins together with the shaft until its 
speed reaches two or three thousand revolutions a minute. If the scrap of paper 
suddenly flies free, its power ( jin ) hitting a tree could split a tree. 

Discussion 

I really don’t understand the relationship between “leading movement, 4 ounces adjusts 1000 
pounds” and the formula F*V*t = E. Does Zheng mean that a small force can be magnified by 
applying it over a longer time? He does say that the small force is applied at the beginning of the 
movement (of the 1000 pound object). I find it more useful to think in terms of applying the 
limitations of space and time to address the large incoming force. 
 
Zheng tells us that we must not try to deal with the incoming force head-on, even using a 1000 
yard chain. The 1000 yard chain is 千寻铁锁 or a thousand  xun  iron chain, A  xun  is about 2.7m 
so the chain would really be 2.7 km long. I thought it sounded better to call it a 1000 yard chain 
than to be precise about its length. 
 
The 1000 yard chain is a reference to the poem 西塞⼭怀古  Memories of Xisei Mountain  written 
by the Tang dynasty poet Liu Yuxi in 824 CE. This poem tells of an attack on a mountain fortress 
in Yizhou in a time before the Tang dynasty unified China and brought all “four seas” under the 
rule of one family. Wang Hao leads a rebel contingent in a warship that docks at the mountain 
fortress, challenging the ruler of one of the kingdoms. That emperor commands the people to 
stretch a giant iron chain across the river to block the advance of the warship. The rebels destroy 
the chain and conquer the stone fortress on the mountain.  The first four lines of the poem outline 
these events and the second four lines look back on them from the perspective of the Tang 
dynasty.  The poet sees that the mountain is unchanged although the fortress is now abandoned 
and left open to autumn winds.  
 
The poem itself is in “regulated verse”: eight lines, each of seven syllables. It’s as 
incomprehensible to modern Chinese speakers as it is to us. I found versions that had been 
translated into vernacular Chinese so that modern people could understand it and worked from 
those as well as the original poem. I haven’t tried to make my version particularly poetic. 
 

西塞⼭怀古西塞⼭怀古 
王濬楼船下益州 ，⾦陵王⽓黯然收 。 
千寻铁锁沉江底 ，⼀⽚降幡出⽯头 。 
⼈世⼏回伤往事 ，⼭形依旧枕寒流 。 
今逢四海为家⽇ ，故垒萧萧芦荻秋。 
 
Memories of Xisei Mountain 
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Wang Hao docked his warship below Yizhou;  
Shocking the Emperor in Nanjing. 
A 1000 yard iron chain is stretched across the river;  
To no use. Waving the surrender flag, the stones fall. 
 
The wounds of the past linger in the world; 
The mountain is unchanged above the rolling river. 
Today the home of the four seas is one family;  
An ancient stronghold filled with the whispering of reeds in the autumn wind. 

 
Zheng is thus telling us that trying to meet oncoming force head-on, even with the power of a 
thousand yard long iron chain, is doomed to failure. If we do that, we will have to wave the 
surrender flag and our previous stronghold will be abandoned to the whispering reeds in the 
autumn wind. 
 

太极拳以⽆⼒。 ⽽⾄于有⼒。 即此意。 亦即此理。 殊未可忽视也。  
In taijiquan, the principle is “via no-strength ( wu li)  achieve the extreme of having 
strength”. This should not be ignored. 

 
其作⽤。 即丹⽥之⽓。 得以⿎荡。 若⻓江⼤河之⽔然。 ⼜助之球体运动。其本
⼒虽微。 ⼜助之球体运动。 是以效能超出于常理之外。真不可测也。 
The function (of taijiquan) is to enable the  qi  of the  dantian  to be excited, 
swinging and swaying  ( gudang ) ,  like the waters of the Yangtze and Yellow 34

Rivers, thereby supporting circular movement. Although the original force ( li) 
small, its speed is limitless. Therefore, its efficacy is unsurpassed. Truly, it 
cannot be fathomed. 

Discussion 

The principle Zheng gives here, that via no-strength, one achieves the extreme of having 
strength, echoes multiple lines in the Taijiquan Classics and in the  Daodejing . It relies on an 
opposition between  wu  and  you .  Wu  is absence, emptiness, and negation as in “ wu wei”  or 
non-doing.  You  is its opposite: presence, fullness, having. A similar opposition between softness 
and hardness is found in the  Exposition of Insights  

極柔軟。然後極堅剛 
From the extreme of softness comes the extreme of hardness.  

 
Wu  and  You  are contrasted multiple places in Laozi’s  Daodejing . A prime example is chapter 11. 
In each line, we see an example of something with an emptiness at its heart and Laozi then uses 
a  wu-you  pair as a formula “Because of its emptiness ( wu ), <something> has ( you ) utility .”  You 35

can see this formula repeated in the second two phrases in each line: 

34 Excited, swinging and swaying, is ⿎荡  gudang.  See Treatise 3 for more discussion on  gudang. 

35 Use is ⽤  yong,  use, utility, application, or function as in  ti-yong  form&function. 
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三⼗覇共⼀穀。當其無、有⾞之⽤。 
挺埴以爲器。當其無、有器之⽤。 
盤戶漏以爲室。當其無、有室之⽤。 
故有之以爲利、無之以爲⽤。 
Thirty spokes join together in the hub. 
Because of what is not there, the cart has utility. 
Clay is formed into a vessel. 
Because of what is not there, the vessel has utility. 
Cut doors and windows to make a room. 
Because of what is not there, the room has utility. 
 
Therefore, what is present  (you ) is used for benefit.  
But it is in absence ( wu ) that utility resides. 

(Muller translation with edits) 
 
  

于以上之等腰三⻆作⽤外。 圆体之攻势。 左右上下旋转。 ⽆⼀⾮杠杆之作⽤。 
太极拳于杠杆。 以⽀⼒为要点。⽀⼒者。 即太极拳所谓中定也。 图如左。 
In addition to the discussion above of the function of the isosceles triangle, and 
the attacking power of the circular body as it rotates left and right and up and 
down, we should not neglect the function of the lever. In taijiquan, the key point 
for using the lever is how it can support force ( li ). The point which supports force 
(i.e. the fulcrum) in known as  zhongding  in Taijiquan. See the following diagram. 
 
 

 

Discussion 

The diagrams are presumably intended to illustrate levers and fulcrums. The second diagram (on 
the left) is clear: it shows a lever arm balanced on a fulcrum and responding to an incoming force 
(the solid curved line at the left). I have not been able to figure out what the first diagram (on the 
right) is supposed to represent. Clearly there’s some kind of axis and an isosceles triangle. Is the 
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fulcrum at the top or bottom? Is the filled in vertical bar the lever arm? And do the dotted lines 
indicate forces? 
 
In any case, Zheng introduces the idea of levers and says that  zhongding  acts as the fulcrum of a 
lever when responding to incoming force. 中定  zhongding  is a technical term in taijiquan, 
commonly translated as “central equilibrium”. It’s included as one of the “five steps”: step forward, 
step back, look left, gaze right, and  zhongding . In this formulation, the two characters need to be 
translated as one concept: while  zhong  can stand on its own and means center or middle,  ding 
has to modify the previous character by making it calm or stable rather than being a noun of its 
own. The usual translation  is done exactly backwards with center modifying  ding : central 
equilibrium. “Calm center” or “stable middle point” would be a better translation. I’ve just left it as 
zhongding . 
 
In personal instruction, we’ve also been told that  zhongding  is the point where yin and yang, 
empty and full, interchange and is illustrated by the line in the taiji symbol separating the dark and 
light yin-yang halves of the symbol. This applies to solo practice, for example in shifting the 
weight, and in partner practice as you respond to force. This definition fits well with Zheng’s 
association of  zhongding  and a lever’s fulcrum. 
 

以上图。除⽀⼒之点外。其余皆可左右上下前后⼋⽅转动。 譬如击其右⼀端。 则
左⼀端可以向后旋转。将被击之⼀端。空间放⻓。  时间亦复延⻓。 将对⽅袭击之
⼒量。 完全分化等于零。 
The diagram above shows that apart from the fulcrum , all the rest (of the lever) 36

can rotate and move, left or right, up or down, in all 8 directions. For example, if 
(the opponent) strikes on the right side, then the left side can rotate towards the 
back .   If you are about to be hit on one side, (respond by letting) space 37

lengthen and time also lengthen. Immediately, the force of the opponent’s 
surprise attack is completely divided  and neutralized ( hua ), making it useless. 38

 
然杆之右端所受之⼒量。 譬如千⽄。则千⽄之⼒量。 完全递交于杆之左端矣。 杆
之右端向后正⽅急转。则杆之左端之⼒量。 亦急向前正⽅旋转。 
When the right side of the lever receives the opponent’s force, for example of 
1000 pounds, then a force of 1000 pounds is completely delivered to the lever’s 
left side! The lever’s right side rapidly swings towards the back and the force in 

36 Literally, “the point that supports force”. 
37 This seems to be incorrect: perhaps a typo or manuscript error. If a lever is pushed on the right side, 
its left side rotates forward, not back, as Zheng illustrated in his diagram. So, perhaps the text should 
say “if struck on the right side then the left side rotates  forward ” to emphasize the motion of the 
opposite side, or “if struck on the right side, the  right  side rotates back” to emphasize the freedom of 
the lever around its fulcrum. 
38 Divided is 分  fen , divide or separate as in the taijiquan principle to “separate empty and full”. 
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the lever’s left side also rapidly rotates towards the front .  39

 
则正借对⽅之⼒量反击之。 则对⽅不及措⼿。 已跌出寻丈之外矣。 此即太极拳之
发劲。 皆如是⽽已。  
This is the correct way to borrow  the opponent’s strength and counter-attack. 40

The opponent will be unable to deal with (such a counter attack) and will 
immediately fall and be thrown a great distance! This is taijiquan’s  fa-jin : every 
detail like this, that is all! 

 
此外太极拳。 善⽤分化对⽅之⼒量。 及兼⽤合⼆⼒之作⽤。图如左。 
In addition, taijiquan excels at dividing and transforming the opponent’s force 
and simultaneously using the effectiveness of uniting two forces . See the 
following diagram. 

 

 
 
 

譬如对⽅以两⼿正⾯按来。接于我两⼩臂上。则我合两⼿臂作尖劈形。⽽分化对⽅

之正⾯按⼒归于零。 则我同时合⼿臂。 作尖劈形之攻势。 完全借对⽅之猛锐⼒
量。反攻其要害。  
For example, suppose opponent pushes  directly towards me using both hands 41

connecting to both of my forearms. I unite both of my arms forming a wedge 
shape and separate and transform the force of the opponent’s straight-on push, 
making it fragment. Then at the same moment, I unify my arms to make an 
attack with the wedge shape. I completely borrow   the opponent’s aggressive 
physical-force, counter-attacking their vital points. 
 
此拳论所谓。 引进落空合即出。 此亦⼀法也。  
This is what the boxing manual calls “Leading the other forward to fall into 

39 Left, right, forward, and back are correct this time. 
40 借  jie  is borrow, as in  jie-jin , borrowing force. 
41 按  an,  push, is one of the eight hand methods and in the usual application delivers force through two 
hands. 
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emptiness, unite and immediately throw”. This is also one method. 

Discussion 

We’ve seen the quote “leading (the other) forward to fall into emptiness, unite and immediately 
throw” from the Push Hands Song multiple times already in this chapter. 
 
Zheng describes using the wedge shape to split the opponent’s physical force as one method. 
Other methods may include the use of the lever as he just discussed above or the use of “lifting” 
as he is about to discuss below. 

 
此外太极拳善⽤提劲。 将对⽅之根⼒拔起。 ⽽后⼀发可以两⾜离地跌出。 即拳论
所。谓欲将物掀起。 必加之以挫之之⼒。  若將物掀起，⽽加以挫之⼒ 。使其根⾃
断。 乃攘之速⽽⽆疑。 
In addition taijiquan is good at the use of lifting ( ti )  jin . To handle the opponent’s 
root and strength, uproot them and then you can throw them with the result that 
both their feet leave the ground and they fall. This is what the boxing manual 
describes in the saying “To uproot, you must apply a breaking force. Then the 
opponent severs their own root and is quickly defeated, without a doubt.” 

Discussion 

The quote Zheng gives is from the Taijiquan Classic attributed to Zhang Sanfeng. Zheng slightly 
misquotes it here. He often quotes with minor variations, presumably because he’s quoting from 
memory. 
 
Davis in her translation of the Taijiquan Classics includes a comment on this line from Zheng 
discussing the breaking ( cuo ) force: “the power comes by first pulling and then pushing, meaning 
that you first give way before you attain it. It is similar to squatting first to get the power to jump.” 
Davis goes on to note that 

In Chinese calligraphy the same term  cuo  describes a similar “breaking energy or action” 
done by pressing downward slightly before shifting direction of stroke or lifting the brush. 
A more contemporary explanation is that it is like a skateboarder who “bounces” the board 
downward in order to make it lift up. (Davis, pg 96) 

 
此即物理学上之起重机。 及千⽄顶等之杠杆作⽤。系以图如左。 
This is, in physics, the study of the crane and the usage of the lever by a jack. 
The system is shown in the following diagram. 
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Discussion 

A crane or hoist is illustrated in the diagram. The subsequent discussion appears to involve 
straight levers such as a seesaw or a balance scale. Leverage can multiply force, e.g., when two 
people ride a seesaw, the lighter one can balance the heavier as long as the fulcrum is farther 
from the lighter person and closer to the heavier. Leverage doesn’t apply to the kind of hoist 
Zheng shows. A hoist just changes the direction of force, for example allowing you to lift and 
object by pulling down on a rope going around a pulley, as illustrated. So, I’m not sure why Zheng 
includes this diagram. It seems irrelevant to the following discussion. 
 

以上图之⽀点与⼒点。距离愈远则⽤⼒愈少。⽽收效愈⼤。 
In the diagram above, the fulcrum  supports the lever-force. As the distance 42

gets farther, less force needs to be applied while getting a larger result. 
 
在太极拳⽤提劲发劲时。 即以对⽅为重点。 ⼿或腕接触对⽅之处。 为⽀点。 以
脚与腿为⼒点。 此即太极拳发劲时。 动⼒之点在乎脚。所谓其根在脚。发乎腿。 
主宰与腰。 ⾏乎⼿指。  
In taijiquan, the opportunity to use  ti-jin  and  fa-jin  is by making the opponent’s 
center of gravity act as the center, while the point where your hand or wrist 
contacts the opponent acts as the fulcrum, and your feet together with your legs 
act as the point of force. In taijiquan, this is the opportunity for  fa-jin.  The point of 
the impetus is located in the foot. This is described by the saying: “its root is in 
the foot; issuing ( fa)  in the leg, control in the waist, shape in the hands and 
fingers”. 

Discussion 

This is an interesting and quite mechanical image.  Fa-jin  is often described in wave terms: talking 
about a wave travelling through your body and then into the opponent. Here, Zheng uses a lever 
bar as the example. Since presumably your feet are farther from the fulcrum -- the point where 
you’re touching the opponent -- than the opponent’s center is from that contact point, you’d get a 
force multiplier if the two of you formed a lever bar. While inducing rigidity in the opponent is a 

42 Note that a pulley hoist as illustrated above does not have a fulcrum. Zheng is talking about a lever 
bar, such as a seesaw or a balance scale. 
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common taijiquan strategy, it’s surprising to see Zheng describe your internal state using rigid 
images. 
 
The quote is from the Zhang Sanfeng classic. People often want to replace the subject noun with 
something concrete, e.g. the motion is rooted in the feet, the force is rooted in the feet, the energy 
is rooted in the feet. But, the actual text just says “it is rooted” without specifying what “it” is. 
 

所以对⽅虽有⼤⼒。 及躯⼲⾼⼤者。皆不⾜恃。⼀经接⼿。  便可跌出寻丈外者。  
Thus, even if the opponent is one who has great force and a big body, that’s not 
enough to rely on. As soon as you contact hands, the opponent falls and is 
thrown a great distance. 
 
全凭杠杆之作⽤。虽接之以⼿。⽽发动之⼒点却在乎脚。可谓精妙绝伦矣。 不独
事半功倍⽽已。极其⾄者。 虽百千倍。 犹未可限量也。  
This is all based on the function of the lever. Even though the contact is via the 
hand, the point for mobilizing and discharging  (fa ) force is in the feet. This can 
be called exquisite and unsurpassed! Moreover, “getting twice the result with half 
the effort”. That is all! One who reaches the ultimate levels, gets a hundred 
thousand times the result. Like the saying “to have a bright future”! 

 
总以上各节。 太极拳运劲与物理之说。 皆丝线⼊扣。发乎⾃然。 可⻅太极拳。 
虽导源于哲学。 且可证乎科学。从来以太极拳原理不易了悟。 以致尽⼈发⽣疑
义。 兹以物理解释运劲。 则太极拳虽根于哲学。则亦可思过半矣。 
Summing up all the aforementioned points, we see that taijiquan’s mobilizing of 
jin  is in accord with the teaching of physics. Each and every detail of discharge 
( fa ) is covered by natural law ( ziran )! Thus proving that taijiquan, although based 
on philosophy, can be proven scientifically. From ancient times to the present, it 
has not been easy to understand taijiquan theory. As a result, doubts about how 
a person can exhaust (an attack) and discharge emerge. This (discussion) 
explains transporting  jin  using physics. It helps us understand this thoroughly 
even though taijiquan is based in philosophy. 

 
然运劲与物理学说。 在太极拳学术上。 乃⾼深之研究。不过太极拳有体斯有⽤。
如不能⽤。则体亦不⾜⾔矣。 欲求体⽤兼全。则不可不将此理加以穷究。⽽后⽅
能了解运劲之妙⽤。  
Correctly mobilizing  jin  accords with the theory of physics. Thus the study of 
taijiquan described above is an area for profound study. In taijiquan, nothing 
more is required than to have the (correct) form . You’ll then get the function. If 43

43 Form and function in this section are from the  ti-yong  paradigm. 
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you’re don’t have the function, then the form is not worth speaking of! Desiring to 
have form and function both complete, you must thoroughly investigate this 
theory. Only then can you understand the marvelous application of mobilizing  jin .  
 
 
且此篇之作。 对于历来太极拳家所谓秘传。 则已泄漏⽆遗。幸学者三致意焉。 
The writing in this treatise concerning the secret sayings of former generations 
of the taijiquan family divulge those secrets completely. Scholars should triply 
give regards to this study and rejoice! 

 

Discussion 

I can only finish by triply giving my careful regards to this study and rejoicing! 
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